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Title of research paper: ANALYSIS OF THE SHIP INVESTMENT DECISION-
MAKING IN THE DRY BULK MARKET — A 
PERSPECTIVE OF CONSIDERING FUTURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS 
 
Degree:                            MSc 
 
Affected by the novel coronavirus pneumonia, the supply and demand of the dry bulk 
shipping market were two in 2020, and the market performance was not as good as 
expected. With the gradual recovery of the global economy in 2021, the demand for 
significant cargo types will recover significantly. As a result, it is estimated that the 
growth rate of international dry bulk transport demand will reach 3.3%, while the 
supply of transport capacity will maintain a low growth rate, and the balance between 
supply and demand in the dry bulk transport market will be significantly improved. 
Generally speaking, ship owners are eager to order more new ships to occupy the 
market share in the future to obtain more profits, driven by the high freight in the 
market. However, due to the long shipbuilding cycle, if the market freight after 
delivery is contrary to the expectation, these new ships will further deepen the freight 
of excess supply of shipping market capacity. Considering each ship type's capital 
cost and operating cost, this paper compares and analyses the investment decisions 
of new shipbuilding price and secondhand ship price. 
KEYWORDS: Dry bulk freight market, Multiple linear regression, Freight rate 
forecast, Financial management analysis   
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1.1 Research Background 
Shipowners and shipping companies will take investment or divestment 
strategies in the international dry bulk shipping market according to the market 
situation. The volatility of freight and ship price makes it difficult for shipowners 
and shipping companies to predict the market trend make business decisions. If the 
shipowner and the shipping company make a wrong judgment on the market 
development trend, it may lead to investment failure and the company's bankruptcy. 
For example, Sanguang steamship company used to be the largest enterprise in 
Japan. During the second oil crisis in 1979, the company ordered many ships to 
implement buying low and selling high in the future. However, the expected 
prospect has not come yet, making Sanguang steamship company the most 
prominent loss-making enterprise in Japan in 1981. However, in the case of excess 
supply of market capacity, the company still ordered 125 bulk carriers, and the bank 
stopped all loans to the company after evaluating the company's financial situation, 
and the company immediately declared bankruptcy. "The manager's wrong 
judgment on the market prospect of Sanguang steamship company led to the 
company's bankruptcy due to insufficient capital turnover in the later period. 
Generally speaking, driven by the high freight in the market, ship owners are eager 
to order more new ships to occupy the market share in the future to obtain more 
profits. However, due to the long shipbuilding cycle, if the market freight after 
delivery is contrary to the expectation, these new ships after delivery will further 
deepen the dilemma of excess supply of shipping market capacity. 
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Moreover, the high capital cost of operating a new ship will make the company 
bear tremendous financial pressure, and it is easy to have capital turnover problems. 
If we consider that the freight rate may decrease in the future, it will be a better 
decision to buy second-hand ships because compared with new shipbuilding, 
second-hand ships can be put into the market faster so that shipping companies can 
meet the trade demand in time. However, the high maintenance cost of the second-
hand ship may reduce the final profit of the enterprise. It can be seen that the choice 
between new shipbuilding and second-hand shipbuilding is a complex problem for 
shipowners and shipping companies when making investment decisions. 
1.2 Literature Review 
On the research of ship investment decisions, experts study the relationship 
between freight rate, new shipbuilding price, second-hand ship price, and income, 
and then study the investment decision of the shipping market. Alisadeh et al. (2007) 
studied the long-term cointegration relationship between dry bulk ship price and 
income and used this relationship to analyze the opportunity of ship investment and 
divestment. Syriopoulos and rumpus (2006) studied the relationship between the 
price of second-hand ships and trading volume in the dry bulk market and tanker 
market and pointed out that the carrier can formulate the criteria for ship investment 
according to the fluctuation freight rate. Merikas et al. (2008) used the vector error 
correction model to study the investment decision-making of oil tankers of different 
sizes. Dai et al. (2015) used the generalized autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model to study the relationship between ship price 
and freight and proposed the dry bulk market's risk and investment management 
methods. 
In the research on the influencing factors of ship investment decision-making, 
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Lun and Quaddus (2008) proposed that shipyards will set the new shipbuilding 
price according to the change of freight rate and then adjust the demand for new 
shipbuilding. Haralambides et al. (2004) considered that the price of new 
shipbuilding is affected by shipbuilding cost, shipyard capacity, order volume, 
freight rate, and second-hand ship price. Hawdonm (1978) thought that the excess 
supply of shipping market capacity caused the decline of ship orders, which broke 
the balance of supply and demand in the new shipbuilding market and then affected 
the new shipbuilding price. Alisadeh et al. (2007) believed a significant positive 
correlation between the price change and the market activity of dry bulk carrier 
trading. Syriopoulos and roumpis (2006) found that the change of price impacts the 
trading volume of ships, and the increase of the trading volume of second-hand 
ships will reduce the volatility of ship prices. 
The dry bulk shipbuilding market is far less concerned than the shipping 
market. Many scholars introduce shipbuilding as a variable in the model when they 
study the shipping market, in which they focus on the price of new shipbuilding and 
the number of shipbuilding orders. However, the changes in the actual shipbuilding 
market can have a significant impact on the shipping market. Ship financing and 
ship investment in the shipbuilding market are also critical variables in the dry bulk 
shipping market. As for the rules of the shipbuilding market, Michael Beenstock 
and Andreas vergotis (1989) linked the freight market with the shipbuilding market, 
established a relevant model, and proved that the two have a linkage effect. 
Sdtsolakis (2003) made an econometric study on the prices of second-hand bulk 
carriers of different ship types and established the equilibrium equation model and 
VAR model. Syriopoulos and roumpis (2006) established a VAR model for the price 
and trading volume of second-hand ships in the dry bulk market by using different 
econometric methods and pointed out that the fluctuation of freight rate can be used 
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as the guiding principle for investment in the second-hand ship market. However, 
with the occurrence of the economic crisis, the law of the market has changed. Many 
of the above conclusions about the market analysis before the crisis do not apply to 
the new market. Since 2008, academia is still committed to the volatility of the 
shipping market and market relations. DURU (2010) chose to use the fuzzy time 
series method to explore the volatility between markets. Xu (2011) used 
cointegration theory to explore the relationship between the freight market and the 
new shipbuilding market. 
As for ship investment, the existing research mainly focuses on ship 
investment evaluation and investment risk. Cheng PC (1979) and Frankel (1982) 
elaborated on the relevant contents in their works. They all selected NPV, IRR, PP, 
and ARR indicators to evaluate the ship investment. As an essential part of ship 
investment, ship financing has developed rapidly in recent years, but the current 
research on this aspect mainly focuses on the qualitative direction. Nikos veraros 
(2003) classified the forms of ship financing, mainly including bank loans, private 
financing, securities financing, and financial leasing. Wolfgang Bessler (2008) 
believes that ship financial leasing is a new credit model similar to bank credit. It 
adopts the form of return flow by stages to separate operating costs from assets and 
improve the efficiency of capital utilization. 
In these studies, few scholars in the international dry bulk shipping market 
study the ship investment decision by analyzing the relationship between the new 
shipbuilding price and the second-hand ship price. The research on the influencing 
factors of investment decisions is relatively scattered. Therefore, in the dry bulk 
shipping market, an investment decision coefficient is constructed: the ratio of the 
price of second-hand ships to the price of new ships. The main factors that affect 
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the price of new ships and second-hand ships are summarized, including the price 
of fuel oil, the demand of maritime trade, the supply of existing transport capacity, 
the sales volume of second-hand ships, the order volume, and freight rate of new 
ships. This paper uses cointegration and vector error correction theory to explore 
the characteristics of investment decision-making indicators and analyses the key 
factors affecting their changes to help ship owners and ship management companies 
grasp the changes in ship price and make reasonable investment decisions. 
Over the past decade, declining demand has led to slow growth in bulk and 
tanker transport. COVID-19 has one disaster after another. The slowdown in global 
economic growth has further hit the demand for significant bulk commodities, 
resulting in continued excess cargo capacity. For example, between 2015 and 2020, 
the compound annual growth rate of the bulk transport market is only 1.3%. It is 
estimated that the average annual growth rate of the market will hover around 0.8% 
by 2030. The main reason for the decline in the growth rate is that China's demand 
for coal and iron ore is declining. 
Despite the slowdown in demand, capacity in the dry bulk market is expected 
to continue to increase. Over the next decade, the current capacity of the 
shipbuilding industry is expected to increase by 3% to 4% per year, while ship 
decommissioning will offset by about 1-2%. The relatively low scrapping rate is 
due to the relatively low age of the global dry bulk fleet (average age 10.2 years 2) 
and the low price of ship dismantling. Therefore, in general, the capacity of dry bulk 
carriers will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 1% - 3%. This mismatch 
between weak demand and capacity growth will likely depress rates in the next few 
years. Before the 2008 financial crisis, dry bulk shipping prices soared due to strong 
demand for many commodities (including iron ore, coal, and grains), but they have 
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remained low since then and are not expected to rebound in the next few years. 
According to the relationship between supply and demand, this paper will 
analyze the future ship investment decisions of different ship types according to the 
characteristics of different freight markets, discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of new shipbuilding and second-hand ship trading, and make some 
suggestions for the disposal of ship assets in the future. 
Shipping freight time series is a set of freight data with a fixed time interval. 
Shipping price prediction includes linear prediction method, artificial intelligence 
learning method, and so on. Linear prediction method refers to econometrics and 
statistical principles to predict and analyze shipping freight rates, mainly including 
the GARCH model, integrated moving average autoregressive model (ARIMA), 
autoregressive linear model (AR), etc. With the help of computer analysis, artificial 
intelligence learning can learn the time series data of shipping freight rate, study 
the potential fluctuation law, and predict shipping freight rate. There are mainly 
support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks, and other prediction 
models. 
Thomas and firing (1962) proposed the A.R. model. Wergerland (1981) 
established the nor bulk model of the dry bulk shipping market, which includes two 
parts: the econometric model of shipping demand, shipping supply, and shipping 
price. The first part is the model of world trade volume and shipping price on 
shipping demand. The second part is the model of the influence of shipping capacity, 
shipping price, and shipping cost on shipping supply. Norbulk model is better than 
the Tinbergen model. 
Veestra and Francesca (1997) used a vector autoregressive model to analyze 
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the freight index of different ship types and routes. Manolis g. kavussanos and Amir 
H. Alizadeh-m (2001) established a single variable seasonal autoregressive moving 
average model and a multivariate cointegration vector autoregressive model to 
analyze the seasonal volatility BDI. Liu Na, Song Xing Qun et al. (2006) used RBF 
neural network to predict CCFI, and the results show that this model has a good 
prediction effect. Jianmin Bao et al. (2016) used the SVM model to predict BDI, 
and compared with the neural network model, the SVM model has better 
performance trend and prediction accuracy. SVM has better learning ability and 
fitting ability, which is suitable for predicting small sample data. Compared with 
the traditional econometric model, it has lower requirements for time series data 
and has the characteristics of flexibility and convenience. 
1.3 Research issues 
Like other assets, the price of a ship depends on its investors' expectations of future 
market development. When investors believe that the future market will be 
prosperous, the second-hand ship market will increase, and new shipbuilding will 
also rise. When investors think that the market will be depressed in the future, they 
will reduce the trading of ships, the second-hand ship market will enter a depression 
period, and the price of new shipbuilding will gradually fall. However, the price of 
new shipbuilding mainly depends on the shipbuilding cost and the shipyard's 
capacity, while the market mainly drives the price of second-hand shipbuilding. As 
a result, the price of second-hand ships will drop significantly, while the price of 
new shipbuilding will drop more smoothly. From 1996 to 2020, the price of second-
hand ships fluctuated wildly, while the price of new shipbuilding fluctuated gently. 
Generally, the price of second-hand ships and that of newly built ships rise and fall 
simultaneously. However, in some cases, the price of second-hand ships will be 
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higher than that of newly built ships，which is mainly because, after the depression 
of the shipping market, the sudden increase of maritime trade has prompted 
shipowners and shipping companies to increase the supply of transport capacity. 
Due to the limitation of the handover period of newly built ships, the price of 
second-hand ships is higher than that of newly built ships, Secondhand ships, 
however, can respond to the demand of trade more quickly, so the trading of second-
hand ships will be more active. In addition, investors who order ships during the 
recession will also take advantage of the market revival to sell ships at high prices, 
so the price of second-hand ships will be higher than that of new ships. With the 
gradual delivery of new ships, the shipping market appears the situation of excess 
capacity supply, which leads to the decline of freight rates, and the prices of new 
ships and second-hand ships fall one after another. When there is a slight increase 
in trade, ship owners and ship company operators will be more willing to meet the 
current demand by purchasing second-hand ships, rather than by ordering new ships 
to miss the current profitable opportunities, so the price of second-hand ships will 
rise at this time. 
1.4 Dissertation Structure 
The rest of this dissertation will be organized as follows, and the structure has been 
summed up by a framework shown in Figure 1. 
The second chapter mainly introduces the cost structure of voyage charter, time 
charter, and bareboat charter. 
The third chapter introduces dry bulk carrier decision-making factors, namely 
demand, supply, and environmental regulations.  
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In the fourth chapter, we forecast the ship type's dry bulk market freight rate and 
vessel price. 
In the fifth chapter, based on the calculation results in chapter 4 and referring to the 
cost structure of the time charter, the cost-benefit analysis is completed for each 
ship type.  
The sixth chapter is the conclusion part. 
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Figure 1 Dissertation Structure 
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2 Relevant elements of dry bulk shipping market 
2.1 Cost structure under different types of chartering 
According to different chartering modes, the dry bulk shipping market can be 
divided into voyage chartering mode, time chartering mode, contract of 
affreightment (COA), and bareboat chartering mode. The cost structures of different 
chartering modes are shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2 Dissertation Structure 
Source: Compiled by Martin Stopford, Maritime Economics 3rd edition 
(1) Voyage charter means that the shipowner provides the ship with one voyage or 
several voyages between the ports specified in the contract for the cargo owner to 
transport the contracted goods. This chartering is the most common in the shipping 
market, and it is also the most sensitive to the change of freight rate. Most of the 
dry bulk transportation is completed by voyage chartering. In voyage chartering, 
the owner shall control the ship and charge the charterer the corresponding rent 
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according to the cargo volume. The carrier may charter the whole ship or the 
corresponding space. The characteristics of voyage chartering are as follows: the 
specific route and port of loading and unloading shall be determined through 
negotiation between the charterer and the owner; In addition to the required 
handling charges, all other expenses shall be paid by the shipowner; Voyage charter 
rent is usually called freight, which can be charged according to the tonnage of 
cargo loaded or unloaded, or a lump-sum freight. 
 
(2) Time charter means that the ship is provided by the owner and leased to the 
charterer, and the time limit for use is stipulated by both parties, during which the 
ship is operated and managed by the charterer. In the time charter party, the hire is 
calculated according to the chartering time, not according to the number of goods. 
The shipowner bears the risk of ship speed and cargo handling time. This way of 
chartering is not based on the number of completed voyages but the agreed period. 
 
The characteristic of a time charter is that the time charter does not stipulate the 
ship's route and port of loading and unloading, but only the navigation area. 
Different from voyage charter, time charter is to charter the whole ship. The time 
charter does not specify the goods to be transported but is arranged by the charterer 
himself. The charterer shall bear the loss of the ship's time during the charter period 
except for special reasons. The time rent is calculated monthly (or daily) per DWT 
and will not be changed once it is agreed. The time charterer has the right to dispatch 
the ship and is responsible for the ship's operation, paying for the fuel, port charges, 
cargo handling, and other expenses. 
 
(3) Bareboat charter is a kind of charter derived from time charter. The difference 
is that the owner only provides one ship, not a crew. After taking over the ship, the 
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charterer needs to be equipped with the corresponding crew and be responsible for 
the operation and management of the ship and various affairs during the voyage; 
During the charter period, the charterer has the right to control and manage the ship. 
The bareboat charter hire shall be calculated according to the ship's handling 
capacity, charter period, and hire; Generally speaking, the lease term of light rent is 
relatively long. 
 
(4) The contract of affreightment (COA) is a kind of charter party that only 
determines the quantity of cargo and the time limit of completion and does not 
specify the number of voyages and vessels. Charter party mode is mainly applicable 
to the transportation of much dry bulk cargo or liquid bulk cargo, often used by 
mineral enterprises with colossal business volume and large oil companies. 
 
The characteristic of this mode of chartering is that the specific ship is uncertain, 
and both parties only stipulate the technical specifications of the ship, which is 
beneficial to the owner of the ship and very flexible in the arrangement of the ship. 
The length of the lease depends on the volume of freight and the time required for 
the voyage cycle. Freight shall be charged according to the actual quantity of the 
goods loaded and the agreed rate, usually by voyage. 
 
The characteristic of this mode of chartering is that the specific ship is uncertain, 
and both parties only stipulate the technical specifications of the ship, which is 
beneficial to the owner of the ship and very flexible in the arrangement of the ship. 
The length of the lease depends on the volume of freight and the time required for 
the voyage cycle. Freight shall be charged according to the actual quantity of the 
goods loaded and the agreed rate, usually by voyage. 
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2.2 Ship types in dry bulk shipping market 
There are many kinds of marine cargo ships. Their different uses can be divided 
into five categories: bulk carrier, general cargo ship, container ship, an oil tanker, 
and other special ships (such as Ro/Ro ship, LNG/LPG, timber ship, and asphalt 
ship). Bulk carriers are the primary carriers in the international dry bulk shipping 
market, which is also the object of this paper. 
Bulk carriers can be divided into the following four main types according to the 
size of DWT. 
Table 1 Ship types in dry bulk shipping market and typical cargos 
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Capesize bulk carrier usually refers to a ship with a deadweight of more than 
100000 tons, a ship width of more than 32.5m, and a ship length of more than 250m. 
Due to its size limitation, it cannot pass through the Panama Canal and Suez Canal, 
and the ship needs to sail around the Cape of good hope, so it is named Cape of 
good hope bulk carrier. The ship is a typical ship connecting the Pacific Ocean and 
the Atlantic Ocean, which mainly transports iron ore, followed by coal. With the 
development trend of large-scale ships, the main ship types of Cape of good hope 
ships have gradually reached 140000 DWT and 190000 DWT, and even the super 
large Cape of good hope bulk carriers with 400000 DWT have appeared. 
Panamax bulk carrier refers to the bulk carrier that can pass through the Panama 
Canal under full load, that is to say, it needs to meet the dimension limit of canal 
navigation, such as the total length of the ship is not more than 274.32m, and the 
width of the ship is not more than 3230m. Generally speaking, the deadweight 
tonnage of this type of ship is in the range of 60 to 100 thousand tons, with high 
flexibility. It is the mainstream ship type in the current international dry bulk cargo 
transportation market, the leading carrier of grain and coal, iron ore, and other goods. 
Handysize bulk carrier refers to the bulk carrier with a deadweight of about 20000-
60000 tons, of which the ship with a deadweight of more than 40000 tons is also 
called Handymax Bulk carrier, including Ultramax and Supramax. The Baltic 
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supreme index (BSI) was released on July 1, 2005, by the Baltic shipping exchange. 
The BSI reflects the changes in the market rent of 52400 DWT handy vessels, 
replacing the BMI index reflecting 45000 DWT handy vessels. Small tonnage ships 
are called "handy type" mainly due to their smaller tonnage and shallow draught, 
which have a more comprehensive navigation capacity of channels, canals, and 
ports. In addition, this type of ship is equipped with loading and unloading 
equipment, which is convenient and flexible in operation. The types of cargo carried 
by the large and small flexible ships are the same, mainly grain and small bulk cargo, 
and the routes are broad. 
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3 Factors considered in investment decision-making of dry 
bulk carriers 
3.1 Demand-side of the dry bulk freight market  
Shipping market demand refers to the demand of shippers engaged in commercial 
trade activities in various countries or regions of the world for maritime transport 
capacity in a certain period. The main demand body of the international dry bulk 
shipping market is the demand of cargo owners for transport goods. Dry bulk cargo 
refers to the dry bulk cargo that can be directly packed in the cabin of a transport 
ship without further packaging. It is mainly the primary raw materials involved in 
industry and agriculture, including iron ore, coal, grain, bauxite, agricultural 
products, wood, fertilizer, cement, etc. 
For the classification of dry bulk goods, different classification standards will be 
used in various organizations around the world: Drury shipping consulting company 
of the United Kingdom divides dry bulk goods into seven categories: agricultural 
products, forest products, mineral products, fertilizers, processed products and 
small bulk goods of iron and steel; Clarkson's statistical organization divides dry 
bulk goods into ten categories: steel products, agricultural products, forest products, 
chemical fertilizer, waste, cement, pig iron, coke, sugar, and small bulk goods. 
Generally speaking, most studies classify dry bulk as bulk dry bulk, small dry bulk, 
and other dry bulk. Iron ore, coal, grain, bauxite, and phosphate rock are the five 
major dry bulk cargoes in the bulk dry bulk cargo market. They are the primary 
carriers of the dry bulk cargo market and have always accounted for a large 
proportion of the total transport volume of dry bulk cargo. 
Dry bulk goods play an essential role in world trade because they are raw materials 
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for various industrial and agricultural production. For example, coal and iron ore 
are the raw materials of the iron and steel industry, while iron and steel are the raw 
materials of many heavy industries such as construction, automobile, machinery, 
etc. Coal is an important raw material of the global energy industry, which can be 
used for power generation; Food is the food on which all human beings depend for 
survival; Phosphate rock is the raw material of chemical fertilizer needed in crop 
planting. Dry bulk cargo has a high position and importance in global industrial 
development, which is the cornerstone of global economic development. Iron ore 
is the most significant proportion of the traditional five kinds of bulk dry bulk cargo. 
Its huge transportation volume is caused by the long distance between the global 
steel manufacturing plants and the origin of iron ore raw materials. The main flow 
of iron ore is from America and Australia to Europe and the Far East. The 
development of iron ore production and demand has gone through three main stages. 
Before the 1970s, the first choice for iron and steel enterprises is to set up a 
manufacturing plant near the place where the raw materials are produced. After the 
1970s, the development of shipbuilding technology gave birth to the wave of large-
scale ships, promoted the realization of economies of scale and the rapid 
development of modern marine science and technology so that the iron and steel 
production enterprises can choose not to build factories near the origin of iron ore. 
After the 1980s, the contradiction between the rapid development of the automobile 
industry in Japan and Europe and the lack of raw materials has become prominent, 
and Japan has become a significant iron ore importing country in the world. 
Especially since the end of the 1980s, the rapid development of China's 
manufacturing industry has made it another principal iron ore importing country.  
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Figure 3 Trade of typical cargos in the dry bulk market 
Source: Clarksons 
 
Coal is the second-largest dry bulk with two main uses. Firstly, it is used as raw 
material for the iron and steel industry and iron ore, and secondly, coal is also one 
of the primary raw materials for the energy industry. Due to the close relationship 
between coal and iron ore, the flow direction is mainly from North America, 
Australia, and South Africa to Europe, the Far East, and Japan. 
As another sizeable dry bulk commodity, grain, including rice, wheat, corn, and 
other cereals, is the primary agricultural product commodity. The transportation of 
agricultural products will reflect strong seasonal characteristics and uncertainty. In 
terms of grain flow, it mainly flows to Japan, Africa, the Far East, and India from 
the agricultural powers of the United States, Canada, South America, and Australia. 
Bauxite and phosphate rock accounts for less of the five main types of dry bulk 
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industry, mainly flowing from Africa, Australia, and Jamaica to North America and 
Europe. Phosphate rock is the primary raw material for chemical fertilizer 
production in agriculture, and its flow direction is mainly from Morocco, the Red 
Sea, and the United States to East Asia, America, and Western Europe. 
In addition to the significance of dry bulk cargo itself to the world economy, the dry 
bulk cargo shipping volume accounts for a substantial proportion of the global 
shipping volume, up to 40%, and has been increasing in the past decade, which also 
makes the importance of the dry bulk cargo shipping market more and more 
prominent. The main influencing factors of dry bulk shipping market demand are 
as follows: 
(1) World economic development: This is the most significant factor affecting the 
demand for dry bulk shipping. The development of the world economy, including 
changes in the world trade structure, global business cycles, and significant 
economic emergencies, will more or less affect the demand for dry bulk shipping. 
(2) Average transportation distance: the influence of this factor on the transportation 
demand of dry bulk goods is mainly reflected in the fact that the longer the distance 
in the transportation process is required for dry bulk goods with the same tonnage, 
the more the corresponding transportation volume is generated in the transportation 
process. 
(3) Political events: the international political and legal environment will restrict 
and affect the dry bulk trade. National diplomatic relations, different political 
systems, political stability, import and export policies, etc., will affect international 
trade and affect the dry bulk trade market. The impact of sudden political events is 
unpredictable. 
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(4) Science and technology development: this factor is not a short-term impact but 
a long-term impact on dry bulk shipping demand. From the perspective of 
productivity, the development of science and technology promotes the 
improvement of productivity, which impacts the production of dry bulk raw 
materials and the economic development of various countries. 
(5) Natural factors: natural factors are reflected in the different natural resources of 
different countries and regions, the different coastlines of various ports, different 
meteorological conditions, etc. Among them, the change of natural seasonal 
conditions has the most significant impact on the demand. Due to the seasonal 
characteristics of the production, use, storage, and other aspects of transport goods, 
the transport demand also has significant seasonal characteristics. 
 
3.2 Supply-side of the dry bulk freight market  
As the carrier of the international dry bulk shipping market, dry bulk carriers 
provide the transport capacity required by the market, and the dry bulk fleet is the 
primary provider of transport capacity in the market. As a result, the number and 
deadweight tons of dry bulk cargo ships have increased significantly with dry bulk 
cargo volume in recent years. According to statistics, by the end of 2020, there are 
12466 dry bulk cargo ships globally, with 925.36 million dwt. 
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Figure 5 Average Age of Total bulk carrier Fleet and Demolition 
Source: Clarksons 
 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the international dry bulk market's capacity supply and 
growth rate from 2001 to 2020. The data is from the Clarkson shipping information 
network. Behind the continuous growth of transport capacity is insufficient demand 
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the excess capacity of dry bulk cargo in the world was more than 30%. The growth 
of transport capacity has more than doubled the growth of transport demand in 
recent years, and the excess of transport capacity has formed a negative pressure on 
the shipping market. 
  
Figure 6 Age structure of the global dry bulk fleet 
Source: Clarksons 
 
According to the ship's structure and deadweight tons, bulk carriers can be divided 
into three types: Cape of suitable hope type, Panama type, and handy type. The 
handy type can be divided into the significant handy type and small handysize 
according to the tonnage difference. Figure 6 shows the number of each ship type 
and the proportion of the total dwt in the dry bulk market. 
Capesize: the deadweight tonnage is more than 80000 tons. The route of Capesize 
is through the Cape area, and it is the primary ship type that can connect the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. The main cargo transport types of Cape of suitable 
hope vessels are iron ore, coal, and other bulk goods. The main routes are from 
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South America and Australia to the Far East and Western Europe. 
Panamax: with a deadweight of 60000 to 80000 tons, it represents the largest bulk 
carrier that can successfully cross the Panama Canal if it is fully loaded. The main 
cargo transport types of Panamax are coal and grain. 
Handysize / Handymax: the deadweight tonnage ranges from 20000 to 50000 tons. 
According to the tonnage, Handysize / Handymax can be subdivided into big and 
small ones. The ships with a deadweight tonnage of over 40000 tons are classified 
as big and small ones. Compared with large ships, handy ships with moderate 
tonnage have strong universality for all kinds of channels and ports. 
In recent years, the trend of large ships in the international dry bulk shipping market 
is pronounced. This trend is due to the continuous innovation of manufacturing 
technology and the continuous change of transportation demand. There are two 
main directions for the large-scale ships: first, the large-scale average DWT of dry 
bulk carriers; second, the large-scale structure of dry bulk carriers. There are several 
reasons for the large-scale ships: the rapid development of international trade 
promotes the large-scale dry bulk carriers; The development of shipbuilding 
technology ensures the technical foundation for large-scale ships; The improvement 
of port construction provides the infrastructure for large-scale construction: large-
scale ships can make practitioners obtain more economic benefits, including the 
reduction of energy consumption per unit cargo and the reduction of construction 
cost per unit capacity. The supply of dry bulk shipping market is mainly affected by 
the following factors: 
(1) Dry bulk shipping fleet size: the fleet size is equivalent to the market capacity, 
which is the primary factor determining the supply of the shipping market. The 
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capacity is determined by two factors, including the delivery and use of new 
shipbuilding, the demolition of obsolete ships, or ship damage due to other reasons. 
In recent years, with the increasing trade volume in the dry bulk market, the fleet 
size also increases to meet the market demand. 
(2) Ship storage: not all dry bulk ships in the fleet will be put into use, especially 
when the shipping market is in poor condition and the supply exceeds the demand. 
The shipowners will generally adopt the measures of ship storage to reduce the 
economic losses caused by the reduction of ship rent and freight rate. 
(3) Transport efficiency: the supply of transport capacity is also affected by the 
transport efficiency of the fleet around the world, which is not difficult to 
understand. For example, the degree of congestion of ships at ports and the 
efficiency of loading and unloading goods at ports will invisibly affect the supply 
of transport capacity in the market. 
(4) Ship operation productivity: represents the transportation capacity of unit dwt. 
Operational productivity, also known as operational efficiency, has a significant 
impact on the transport capacity provided by the fleet when the fleet size is 
determined 
(5) Shipbuilding Technology: from the perspective of capacity growth of the dry 
bulk market, the continuous upgrading of shipbuilding technology has driven the 
development trend of large-scale ships. The increase of ship route speed brought by 
technology has also improved the transportation efficiency of capacity. 
3.3 Environmental regulations coming into effect  
Carbon neutralization refers to the total amount of carbon dioxide or greenhouse 
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gas emissions directly or indirectly generated by a country, enterprise, product, 
activity, or individual within a certain period. Through afforestation, energy 
conservation, and emission reduction, it can offset its carbon dioxide or greenhouse 
gas emissions, achieve positive and negative offset, and achieve relative "zero 
emissions." 
Climate warming is one of the critical problems facing the world. For example, the 
shipping industry undertakes 90% of the global trade and transportation tasks, and 
carbon dioxide emissions accounted for 2.89% of the global total in 2018. Therefore, 
"decarbonization" is imperative. 
Recently, a report commissioned by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
pointed out that the carbon dioxide emissions of the shipping industry increased 
from 962 million tons in 2012 to 1056 million tons in 2018, and its share in the 
global carbon dioxide emissions increased from 2.76% in 2012 to 2.89% in 2018. 
If not controlled, carbon dioxide emissions from maritime transport could grow by 
250% by 2050 from 2012 levels, which could impede the global goal of curbing 
climate change, the IMO said. 
To this end, IMO sets emission reduction targets for the global shipping industry - 
the fleet's carbon emissions will be reduced by 40% by 2030 compared with 2008; 
By 2050, at least 50% less than in 2008. The IMO Marine Environmental Protection 
Committee (mepc75) has recently approved the preliminary plan for the existing 
carbon dioxide emission reduction measures for ships, covering the mandatory 
implementation of the A-E rating system for ships. If D and e rating ships do not 
improve the ship performance in time, they will face severe adverse consequences. 
This series of new technology and operation rules will come into effect in 2023. 
The International Shipping Association said that introducing the new regulations 
proves that IMO can achieve binding emission reduction targets for ships following 
the Paris Agreement as a global industry regulator. 
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Furthermore, on September 17, 2020, IMO and Singapore proposed NextGen, a 
new concept of the global ecosystem initiative for maritime "decarbonization" 
cooperation, at the international "decarbonization" webinar, aiming to identify the 
opportunities and challenges currently faced by the international shipping industry 
in "decarbonization." The initiative creates a network and platform to support this 
initiative, to promote multi-party cooperation. It is expected that if a mature 
NextGen collaboration platform is developed in 2022-2023, it will become a 
catalyst to promote the collaboration of various initiatives. 
At the same time, the European Parliament has also approved the European 
Commission's proposal to revise the EU system for monitoring, reporting, and 
verifying carbon dioxide emissions from maritime transport and plans to establish 
a 2022-2030 ocean fund. The ocean fund will be funded by revenue from EU 
implementation, most of which will be used to support investment in innovative 
technologies and infrastructure, such as alternative fuels and green ports, of which 
20% will be used to protect and restore the marine environment. 
At the 75th meeting of MEPC held in November 2020, IMO approved the draft 
amendment to Annex VI of MARPOL convention, introducing the concept of EEXI, 
that is, the existing ship energy efficiency index, which applies to all ships above 
400 gross tons specified in Annex VI of MARPOL convention. It is expected that it 
will be adopted at the 76th meeting of MEPC held in June 2021 and will take effect 
in January 2023. At the same time, the drafting of EEXI calculation, inspection, and 
verification guidelines will be started, and the draft will be finalized at the 76th 
meeting of MEPC. 
Energy efficiency design index (EEDI) is the CO2 emission (g CO2 / T · nm) 
calculated according to the fuel consumed by the propulsion power and related 
auxiliary power required by the ship at a certain speed under the designed maximum 
load state. It is an index to measure the CO2 efficiency of the new ship. After setting 
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up the EEDI standard, IMO sets the maximum allowable EEDI index and then 
gradually reduces it in the next few years (10% in 2015, 20% in 2020, and 30% 
after 2025). It requires that the carbon emission of new ships is lower than that of 
old ships. 
Energy efficiency existing ship index (EEXI) is similar to EEDI for new 
shipbuilding. It is an evaluation based on the inherent technical parameters of the 
ship and the limited power of the main engine. Comprehensively considering the 
ship's CO2 emission, energy-saving level, and freight capacity shows the ship's 
energy efficiency evaluation index's technical energy efficiency. Its calculation 
formula is shown in the figure below. 
Energy efficiency design index (EEDI) is the CO2 emission (g CO2 / T · nm) 
calculated according to the fuel consumed by the propulsion power and related 
auxiliary power required by the ship at a certain speed under the designed maximum 
load state. It is an index to measure the CO2 efficiency of the new ship. After setting 
up the EEDI standard, IMO sets the maximum allowable EEDI index and then 
gradually reduces it in the next few years (10% in 2015, 20% in 2020, and 30% 
after 2025). It requires that the carbon emission of new ships is lower than that of 
old ships. 
Energy efficiency existing ship index (EEXI) is similar to EEDI for new 
shipbuilding. It is an evaluation based on the inherent technical parameters of the 
ship and the limited power of the main engine. Comprehensively considering the 
ship's CO2 emission, energy-saving level, and freight capacity shows the ship's 
energy efficiency evaluation index's technical energy efficiency. Its calculation 
formula is shown in the figure below. E objective function is to minimize the 
absolute deviations between the ratio of the estimated volume and the sampled 
volume. 
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Figure 7 EEXI calculation method 
Source: IMO, DNV 
 
The existing ship energy efficiency requirement scheme submitted to mpec76 for 
consideration integrates two different routes of technical energy efficiency and 
operational energy efficiency. The ship should meet not only the requirements of 
technical energy efficiency (EEXI) but also meet the requirements of operational 
energy efficiency (CII), and the ship should be classified according to the annual 
operational energy efficiency (A-E). At present, the required values, calculation and 
verification guidelines of EEXI are formed. The required EEDI of each ship type is 
equal to the required EEDI of new shipbuilding in 2022, but it is relaxed for RO/RO 
passenger ships and some tonnage sections. 
In terms of technical measures, most of the existing ships are required to reach the 
corresponding level of the EEDI system in 2022 employing technical 
transformation, but the requirements for RO/RO ships, large bulk carriers, large oil 
tankers, and small and medium-sized container ships are relaxed. EEXI is a one-
time audit index. If the ship transformation meets the requirements of EEXI, the 
corresponding certificate will be issued. If it still does not meet the requirements 
after the transformation, the main engine power is required to be limited, or energy-
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saving equipment is required to be installed until the requirements are met. 
In terms of operation measures, it is required to implement a rating mechanism for 
ship operation energy efficiency. Compared with the required carbon intensity index, 
the obtained carbon intensity index calculated by the data collection mechanism is 
rated as five grades a-e. The competent authority verifies the ship's energy 
efficiency grade every year and issues a compliance statement. For example, if the 
ship is rated as D for three consecutive years or e for a specific year, it must take 
rectification measures to prove that it can reach C or above, but the ship's certificate 
will not be revoked. 
The draft amendment to Annex VI of MARPOL puts forward a package of technical 
measures and operational measures to reduce the emission of ships to ensure that 
ships should be "well built" and "well used." However, this time, the emission 
reduction measures did not adopt the compulsory measure of revoking ships' 
certificates with higher energy consumption, gradually eliminating the ships with 
higher energy consumption through market forces. 
The impact on the market is mainly manifested in three aspects. 
First, it dramatically reduces the information asymmetry about ship energy 
efficiency in the market. In the past, the evaluation of ship energy efficiency was 
only limited to the internal evaluation of shipping companies. As a result, there was 
no way to obtain information about ships' design and operation fully. Through the 
EEXI index, we can know whether the ship design is good or not, and we can know 
whether the company's operation is good or not through the rating of operation 
energy efficiency, which is very important for ship trading and crew evaluation, and 
Company management evaluation is constructive. As a result, the market will 
gradually screen out good ships, sound crew, and good management. Charterers will 
also be more likely to do business with high-rated ships and pay higher rates for 
them. 
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Second, further, strengthen the improvement of the supply side. EEXI stipulates the 
carbon emissions per unit nautical mile. In order to meet the requirements, there are 
only two ways: (1) reduce the speed of ships to reduce the carbon emissions, which 
will reduce the supply. With the slow rise of demand, the industry's prosperity will 
increase. (2) According to the current standard, it takes about 1500-2000w US 
dollars to install energy-saving devices to reach the standard, while 2000W US 
dollars can be used to place orders for new ships. Therefore, the cost performance 
of installing energy-saving devices is lower, and it can speed up the elimination of 
old ships. For example, VLCC ships have hardly been dismantled from 2018 to 
November 2020, but five have been dismantled in the first three months of this year. 
At present, there are 50 VLCCs over the age of 20 and 100 VLCCs over the age of 
15 in the world, with an average ship dismantling time of 20 years. If VLCC ships 
are not demolished, capital expenditure must be made, and the input-output benefit 
is not as good as that of new shipbuilding. In the new technology, the sails of the 
sailing boat are all opened, saving 16% of the oil. 
Third, the market will pay more attention to more energy-saving ships. The scheme 
passed this time puts forward requirements for ship design and operation energy 
efficiency, among which design energy efficiency is a better controlled and 
determining factor. In the future, more energy-saving ships and facilities will be 
more favored by the market, and new energy will also receive more attention. 
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4 Freight rate and Vessel price estimates 
Suppose that the variable Y and X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 with intrinsic linear 
relationship are tested for N times, and the relationship between them can be 
expressed as: 
1 0 1 11 2 12 5 15 1y b b X b X b X = + + + + +  
2 0 1 21 2 22 5 25 2y b b X b X b X = + + + + +  
 
0 1 1 2 2 5 5n n n n ny b b X b X b X = + + + + +  
Among them, b0, b1, b2, …, b5 are six values to be estimated. i

 Indicates the 
influence of random factors in the i-th test on yi. For the sake of simplicity, n 
equations of degree are expressed in matrix form 
Y=XB+  
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The above formula is the multiple linear regression model used in this paper. 
4.1 Capesize market Freight rate estimate 
According to the analysis of impression factors of dry bulk cargo transportation 
market in Chapter 3, this paper considers the following factors for the Capesize ship 
type, as shown in Table 2, and makes regression analysis. 
Table 2 Analysis with Excel 2016 data analysis function – Capesize vessel 
Date Y X1 X2 X3 
 
Average Capesize 








- % Idle 
 $/day DWT million Million Tonnes % 
Jan-2014 13,557 293.80 85.17 4.0 
Feb-2014 7,794 296.18 59.97 2.2 
Mar-2014 20,777 296.94 72.86 3.5 
Apr-2014 9,736 299.04 81.72 4.0 
May-2014 7,154 299.47 75.64 3.2 
Jun-2014 9,601 299.65 73.39 2.9 
Jul-2014 8,064 301.39 80.91 3.2 
Aug-2014 10,746 303.40 72.80 2.5 
Sep-2014 11,194 303.31 82.79 3.2 
Oct-2014 13,139 305.31 77.29 2.6 
Nov-2014 18,912 307.18 65.91 2.9 
Dec-2014 5,928 307.45 85.33 2.8 
…… 
Jan-2020 3,017 348.11 89.65 3.1 
Feb-2020 332 350.98 83.51 3.8 
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Mar-2020 2,380 350.33 84.10 3.8 
Apr-2020 6,511 351.94 93.89 4.4 
May-2020 2,450 354.42 84.79 3.2 
Jun-2020 15,840 354.31 99.58 3.8 
Jul-2020 20,443 355.67 110.14 3.9 
Aug-2020 17,206 356.60 98.15 3.7 
Sep-2020 15,817 358.19 105.91 3.9 
Oct-2020 20,326 359.28 104.67 3.9 
Nov-2020 10,886 359.09 96.39 3.7 
Dec-2020 12,030 361.21 95.10 4.7 
Jan-2021 15,349 361.19 89.27 4.6 
Feb-2021 7,310 363.04 88.99 4.7 
Mar-2021 15,020 363.88 100.24 3.8 
Apr-2021 25,181 365.33 96.85 3.9 
variables selection: 
Y: Time charter rate ($/day)  
Supply side：X1: Capsize Bulk carrier Fleet Development (million DWT) 
From the supply side, we choose Capsize Bulk Carrier Fleet Development monthly 
data as variables X1. 
Demand side：X2: Monthly Global Seaborne Iron Ore Trade Growth Indicator 
X3: Capesize Bulker - % Idle 
 
Table 3 Multiple linear regression-Capesize vessel 
Regression statistics      
Multiple R 0.89333885      
R Square 0.798054302      
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Adjusted R Square 0.781537932      
Standard error 5972.993426      
Observations 88      
       
variance analysis       
  df SS MS F Significance F  
regression analysis 3 11983973377 3994657792 111.968409 2.93828E-29  
residual 85 3032515290 35676650.47    
total 88 15016488667        
       
  Coefficients 
Standard 
error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 0.853145548 26.92108589 0.005688684 0.995474441 -53.37318556 53.67947666 
X Variable 2 20.64541902 93.24621785 2.214075755 0.029500569 21.05572775 391.8526526 
X Variable 3 
-
206.9455865 696.8274563 -2.969825379 0.003872096 -3454.935533 -683.9761963 
 
Get the equation, Y=0.853145548X1+20.64541902X2-206.9455865X3 
Since the significance f (confidence) is much lower than 0.05, the regression result 
is reliable. 
Variable estimation 
For x1, the exponential smoothing tool is applied, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 
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Figure 8 Eviews exponential smoothing function 
 
Figure 9 Exponential smoothing results of capsize-x1 
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X2: Regression analysis of China seaborne iron ore imports and China's GDP 
Table 4 Timeseries of China seaborne iron ore imports and China's GDP growth 
rate 
  53276 10661 
 China Seaborne Iron Ore Imports Annual GDP China 
Date Million Tonnes % Yr/Yr 
1999 54.41 7.6 
2000 69.26 8.4 
2001 91.40 8.3 
2002 110.68 9.1 
2003 146.76 10.0 
2004 204.67 10.1 
2005 270.56 11.3 
2006 318.94 12.7 
2007 377.07 14.2 
2008 435.87 9.6 
2009 614.61 9.2 
2010 602.56 10.6 
2011 665.40 9.5 
2012 723.93 7.9 
2013 794.94 7.8 
2014 913.79 7.3 
2015 939.72 6.9 
2016 1,007.89 6.8 
2017 1,057.91 6.9 
2018 1,047.70 6.7 
2019 1,047.42 6.1 
2020 1,145.89 2.3 
2021 375.35 8.4 
 
Table 5 Regression analysis of China seaborne iron ore imports and China's GDP 
Regression statistics      
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Multiple R 0.547318109      
R Square 0.299557112      
Adjusted R Square 0.262691697      
Standard error 315.1218632      
Observations 21      
       
variance analysis       
  df SS MS F Significance F  
regression analysis 1 806896.0288 806896.0288 8.125694812 0.01022971  
residual 19 1886733.984 99301.78865    
total 20 2693630.013        
       
  Coefficients Standard error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 1409.06619 310.0011178 4.545358418 0.000221216 760.226394 2057.905987 
X Variable 1 -96.68053759 33.91632617 -2.850560438 0.01022971 -167.6682241 -25.69285108 
The equationY=0.853145548X1+20.64541902X2-206.9455865X3 
It is assumed that China's seaborne iron ore imports strongly correlate with China's 
GDP, and the analysis result is also accurate. In addition, the policy of slowing down 
China's GDP growth will be adopted to reduce China's GDP growth from 6% in 
2022 to 2% in 2042. 
X3: Capesize Bulker - % Idle 
According to the Clarksons report, based on the slow steaming caused by eexi, it is 
preliminarily estimated that reducing carbon emissions by 1% is equivalent to 
reducing the speed by 0.3%. After reaching the peak in 2023, the prediction of 
reduction from 2019 reference is shown in the table. After 2026, exponential 
smoothing is carried out according to the data of 2019. Table 6 Carbon emission 
reduction forecast 
Table 6 Carbon emission reduction forecast 
Year Reduction from 2019 reference(mid-point of C-rating band) 
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Figure 10 Exponential smoothing results of capesize-x3 










Iron Ore Imports 
Capesize 
Bulker - % Idle 
 $/day DWT million Million Tonnes No 
2022 17436.07 382.065935 828.9829649 0.022167 
2023 21440.31 394.937255 1022.34404 0.016167 
2024 19456.53 407.808575 925.6635025 0.010167 
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2025 23460.77 420.679895 1119.024578 0.004167 
2026 23472.99 433.551215 1119.024578 -0.00183 
2027 22795.1 446.422535 1119.024578 3.32694 
2028 22960.6 459.293855 1119.024578 2.580276 
2029 23126.1 472.165175 1119.024578 1.833612 
2030 23291.6 485.036495 1119.024578 1.086948 
2031 23457.1 497.907815 1119.024578 0.340284 
2032 23622.6 510.779135 1119.024578 -0.40638 
2033 23788.1 523.650455 1119.024578 -1.15304 
2034 23953.6 536.521775 1119.024578 -1.89971 
2035 24119.1 549.393095 1119.024578 -2.64637 
2036 24284.6 562.264415 1119.024578 -3.39304 
2037 24450.1 575.135735 1119.024578 -4.1397 
2038 24615.6 588.007055 1119.024578 -4.88636 
2039 24781.1 600.878375 1119.024578 -5.63303 
2040 24946.6 613.749695 1119.024578 -6.37969 
2041 25112.1 626.621015 1119.024578 -7.12636 
2042 25277.6 639.492335 1119.024578 -7.87302 
 
According to the prediction for X1 to X3, we can get the Capesize freight forecast 
results, as shown in Table 7 




Y: Time charter rate ($/day)  
Supply side： 
X3: Panamax Bulkcarrier Fleet Development (million DWT) 
From the supply side, we choose Panamax Bulk Carrier Fleet Development 
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monthly data as variables X3. 
Demand side： 
X1: Monthly Global Seaborne Iron Ore Trade Growth Indicator 
X2: Monthly Global Seaborne Coal Trade Growth Indicator 
Table 8 Table Analysis with Excel 2016 data analysis function – Panamax vessel 


















Date $/day % Yr/Yr % Yr/Yr DWT million 
Jan-2015 7,472 5.2 2.4 192.40 
Feb-2015 4,891 8.5 -7.7 193.09 
Mar-2015 6,726 9.7 2.5 193.12 
Apr-2015 6,398 -0.2 -2.9 193.07 
May-2015 6,101 -4.7 -10.7 193.32 
Jun-2015 7,647 10.1 -5.5 193.80 
Jul-2015 9,997 2.1 -6.6 194.67 
Aug-2015 9,679 1.3 -3.5 194.90 
Sep-2015 8,100 5.7 -8.9 195.43 
Oct-2015 7,581 5.7 -4.3 196.20 
Nov-2015 5,746 6.1 -6.9 196.65 
Dec-2015 5,541 1.1 -5.6 196.20 
Jan-2016 4,847 1.9 -10.4 195.21 
Feb-2016 4,709 9.1 -3.1 195.77 
Mar-2016 5,245 6.7 -7.2 195.42 
Apr-2016 6,474 6.9 -6.4 195.14 
May-2016 5,970 12.2 -0.4 194.65 
Jun-2016 5,521 -0.8 3.7 194.66 
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Jul-2016 7,232 -2.0 -1.0 195.05 
Aug-2016 6,400 15.7 4.0 195.51 
Sep-2016 6,486 1.0 7.6 195.45 
Oct-2016 7,622 -0.2 1.3 195.78 
Nov-2016 9,983 12.8 9.2 195.93 
Dec-2016 9,745 4.3 8.9 196.21 
Jan-2017 7,259 16.7 7.5 196.11 
Feb-2017 8,281 -2.0 5.4 198.03 
Mar-2017 11,126 11.2 8.1 198.71 
Apr-2017 11,919 1.7 1.7 199.96 
May-2017 8,278 6.9 10.9 200.03 
Jun-2017 8,258 4.6 4.4 200.52 
Jul-2017 10,362 5.1 10.7 201.08 
Aug-2017 10,951 0.7 3.2 201.33 
Sep-2017 12,424 3.2 7.6 201.28 
Oct-2017 13,634 6.5 8.3 201.27 
Nov-2017 11,653 2.2 0.4 201.33 
Dec-2017 12,254 1.3 3.3 201.43 
Jan-2018 11,491 1.1 8.9 201.44 
Feb-2018 11,746 1.0 6.6 202.34 
Mar-2018 13,851 -7.9 3.7 202.44 
Apr-2018 11,195 4.6 14.1 202.81 
May-2018 11,277 1.5 3.9 203.22 
Jun-2018 12,260 5.6 9.4 203.90 
Jul-2018 12,579 3.0 8.9 204.55 
Aug-2018 12,755 0.5 3.4 204.96 
Sep-2018 14,725 -0.1 0.9 205.04 
Oct-2018 15,566 1.0 9.3 205.55 
Nov-2018 13,250 -4.1 5.9 205.96 
Dec-2018 13,551 -1.9 -1.7 206.45 
Jan-2019 10,217 1.1 5.8 206.79 
Feb-2019 7,134 5.9 -0.8 208.11 
Mar-2019 9,341 -18.3 4.6 208.77 
Apr-2019 9,911 -11.0 5.1 209.38 
May-2019 12,160 -2.3 7.1 210.28 
Jun-2019 13,184 -3.1 -1.0 211.43 
Jul-2019 16,190 2.9 1.9 212.26 
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Aug-2019 17,683 3.4 0.3 213.71 
Sep-2019 17,279 -1.2 -1.8 214.53 
Oct-2019 16,375 -1.2 -1.1 215.60 
Nov-2019 13,115 1.3 -0.3 216.75 
Dec-2019 13,725 -1.9 1.8 217.26 
Jan-2020 7,111 -1.8 -3.2 217.68 
Feb-2020 6,449 -10.9 3.5 219.40 
Mar-2020 9,430 19.6 -6.8 219.91 
Apr-2020 8,740 10.5 -14.4 220.74 
May-2020 7,069 -8.7 -17.6 222.21 
Jun-2020 10,217 8.3 -8.8 223.73 
Jul-2020 12,761 4.1 -17.0 225.58 
Aug-2020 14,725 -1.8 -12.4 226.16 
Sep-2020 12,189 11.5 -12.1 226.83 
Oct-2020 12,035 3.6 -14.1 227.61 
Nov-2020 11,416 -0.1 -7.6 228.19 
Dec-2020 13,398 7.7 2.0 228.62 
Jan-2021 15,310 2.4 -6.4 228.73 
Feb-2021 19,356 7.2 -3.7 229.78 
Mar-2021 23,220 9.4 -5.9 229.90 
Apr-2021 21,748 3.3 5.7 230.76 
May-2021 25,727 14.9 8.3 231.58 
 
Table 9 Multiple linear regression - Panamax vessel 
Regression statistics      
Multiple R 0.946103237      
R Square 0.895111336      
Adjusted R Square 0.878762994      
Standard error 3845.828184      
Observations 77      
       
variance analysis       




analysis 3 9340281777 3113427259 210.5033288 7.55685E-36  
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residual 74 1094489187 14790394.42    
total 77 10434770964        
       
  Coefficients Standard error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 1.388581615 69.13967882 0.020083715 0.984030646 -136.3752357 139.1523989 
X Variable 2 128.3709165 61.01210244 2.104023815 0.038773964 6.80164867 249.9401844 
X Variable 3 53.04732337 2.348005964 22.59249942 6.1256E-35 48.36881936 57.72582738 
The equation Y=1.388581615X1+128.3709165X2+53.04732337X3 is obtained. 
Since the significance f (confidence) is much lower than 0.05, the regression result 
is reliable. 
It is worth noting that there is a positive correlation between Panamax bulker 
average earnings and Panamax bulk carrier fleet development. The main reason is 
that the high freight rate leads to increased shipping capacity, rather than the 
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Figure 11 Exponential smoothing results of Panamax-x1 
 
 
Figure 12 Exponential smoothing results of Panamax-x2 
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Figure 13 Exponential smoothing results of Panamax-x3 
 
















year $/day % Yr/Yr % Yr/Yr DWT million 
2021 16381.3 9.455181 2.333441 232.9744 
2022 13423.02 15.3499 4.602041 241.5001 
2023 13918.59 20.9899 5.004161 249.7214 
2024 14414.15 26.6299 5.406281 257.9426 
2025 14909.72 32.2699 5.808401 266.1639 
2026 15405.29 37.9099 6.210521 274.3852 
2027 15900.86 43.5499 6.612641 282.6064 
2028 16396.43 49.1899 7.014761 290.8277 
2029 16891.99 54.8299 7.416881 299.0489 
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2030 17387.56 60.4699 7.819001 307.2702 
2031 17883.13 66.1099 8.221121 315.4915 
2032 18378.7 71.7499 8.623241 323.7127 
2033 18874.27 77.3899 9.025361 331.934 
2034 19369.83 83.0299 9.427481 340.1552 
2035 19865.4 88.6699 9.829601 348.3765 
2036 20360.97 94.3099 10.23172 356.5978 
2037 20856.54 99.9499 10.63384 364.819 
2038 21352.1 105.5899 11.03596 373.0403 
2039 21847.67 111.2299 11.43808 381.2615 
2040 22343.24 116.8699 11.8402 389.4828 
2041 22838.81 122.5099 12.24232 397.7041 
2042 23334.38 128.1499 12.64444 405.9253 
 
According to the prediction for X1 to X3, we can get the Panamax freight forecast 
results, as shown in Table 10 
 
4.3 Handymax market Freight rate estimate 
Handy-Regression 
variables selection 
Y: Time charter rate ($/day)  
Supply side： 
X2: Handymax Bulkcarrier Fleet Development (million DWT) 
From the supply side, we choose Handymax Bulk Carrier Fleet Development 
monthly data as variables X3. 
Demand side： 
X1: Monthly Global Seaborne Minor Bulk Trade Growth Indicator  
 
Table 11 Analysis with Excel 2016 data analysis function – Handymax vessel 
 Y X1 X2 
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Average Supramax c. 
2010-built Earnings 
Monthly Global 





Date $/day % Yr/Yr DWT million 
Jan-2015 9,030 -9.3 166.82 
Feb-2015 5,113 0.1 168.89 
Mar-2015 6,255 3.6 169.75 
Apr-2015 6,021 2.8 171.05 
May-2015 5,648 0.9 171.71 
Jun-2015 6,741 4.0 172.41 
Jul-2015 9,050 3.1 173.39 
Aug-2015 10,480 2.6 174.50 
Sep-2015 8,912 4.5 175.44 
Oct-2015 7,725 -1.1 177.02 
Nov-2015 6,853 1.0 178.57 
Dec-2015 6,070 6.1 179.37 
Jan-2016 5,127 -5.7 179.52 
Feb-2016 4,142 1.4 180.99 
Mar-2016 4,782 3.9 181.78 
Apr-2016 5,506 -6.1 182.59 
May-2016 5,519 0.8 183.02 
Jun-2016 6,017 3.5 183.52 
Jul-2016 6,566 -9.0 184.32 
Aug-2016 6,456 2.9 185.06 
Sep-2016 6,562 -6.0 185.78 
Oct-2016 6,478 -3.8 186.84 
Nov-2016 8,192 1.0 187.35 
Dec-2016 9,368 -6.7 188.34 
Jan-2017 7,460 7.7 188.40 
Feb-2017 7,658 6.8 190.83 
Mar-2017 10,705 4.5 191.47 
Apr-2017 11,208 2.6 192.24 
May-2017 9,668 5.2 192.61 
Jun-2017 9,009 0.5 193.15 
Jul-2017 9,820 4.5 193.89 
Aug-2017 10,777 4.4 194.81 
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Sep-2017 12,486 2.1 194.81 
Oct-2017 12,960 5.2 195.03 
Nov-2017 12,016 8.5 195.56 
Dec-2017 12,686 6.5 195.83 
Jan-2018 12,026 9.4 196.06 
Feb-2018 11,493 4.3 197.25 
Mar-2018 12,969 0.8 197.52 
Apr-2018 11,850 10.5 198.03 
May-2018 10,764 7.3 198.39 
Jun-2018 11,149 5.4 198.61 
Jul-2018 11,466 8.7 199.19 
Aug-2018 11,520 4.2 199.45 
Sep-2018 12,209 2.6 199.75 
Oct-2018 13,774 11.4 200.26 
Nov-2018 13,146 4.4 200.50 
Dec-2018 12,891 2.7 200.89 
Jan-2019 10,065 6.9 201.01 
Feb-2019 7,310 0.0 201.80 
Mar-2019 8,565 3.4 201.88 
Apr-2019 8,551 4.3 202.76 
May-2019 10,746 6.1 203.05 
Jun-2019 11,438 -5.6 203.62 
Jul-2019 13,260 4.6 204.10 
Aug-2019 16,027 -1.7 204.96 
Sep-2019 16,247 1.6 205.57 
Oct-2019 16,118 0.5 206.56 
Nov-2019 12,922 -4.3 207.44 
Dec-2019 13,034 1.5 207.90 
Jan-2020 6,561 -8.0 208.40 
Feb-2020 7,219 0.3 209.25 
Mar-2020 10,387 -3.1 209.82 
Apr-2020 6,097 -8.6 210.57 
May-2020 6,939 -14.5 211.53 
Jun-2020 9,585 6.0 212.12 
Jul-2020 10,947 -0.5 213.47 
Aug-2020 12,189 -3.4 213.95 
Sep-2020 12,113 6.6 214.06 
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Oct-2020 11,536 -0.8 214.76 
Nov-2020 10,351 0.5 215.21 
Dec-2020 10,722 -0.1 215.63 
Jan-2021 10,583 -2.0 215.97 
Feb-2021 14,226 -2.9 216.42 
Mar-2021 18,261 12.0 216.75 
Apr-2021 17,323 7.7 217.57 
May-2021 19,224 13.1 218.23 
 
Table 12 Multiple linear regression - Handymax vessel 
Multiple R 0.96809852       
R Square 0.937214745       
Adjusted R Square 0.923044275       
Standard error 2684.758397       
Observations 77       
        
variance analysis        
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F   
regression analysis 2 8069620874 4034810437 559.7739924 2.08208E-45   
residual 75 540594573.7 7207927.649     
total 77 8610215448         
        
  Coefficients 
Standard 
error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 235.0439169 57.96810769 4.054710879 0.000121579 119.5655247 350.522309 
X Variable 2 49.50859945 1.655285132 29.90940866 1.98612E-43 46.21110238 52.80609653 
The equation Y=235.0439169X1+49.50859945X2 is obtained. 
Since the significance f (confidence) is much lower than 0.05, the regression result 
is reliable. 
Similar to Panamax bulk carrier, there is a positive correlation between the average 
revenue of Handymax Bulk Carrier and the development of Handymax Bulk Carrier 
Fleet. 
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Figure 14 Exponential smoothing results of Panamax-x1 
 
Figure 15 Exponential smoothing results of Panamax-x2 
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Table 13 Handymax freight forecast results 
Year 









 $/day % Yr/Yr DWT million 
2021 12493.04 0.147349 219.0637 
2022 10409.27 -3.19263 225.409 
2023 10872.46 -2.51572 231.551 
2024 11335.65 -1.83882 237.6931 
2025 11798.83 -1.16191 243.8351 
2026 12262.02 -0.485 249.9771 
2027 12725.21 0.191909 256.1191 
2028 13188.39 0.868817 262.2612 
2029 13651.58 1.545725 268.4032 
2030 14114.77 2.222633 274.5452 
2031 14577.95 2.899541 280.6873 
2032 15041.14 3.576449 286.8293 
2033 15504.33 4.253357 292.9713 
2034 15967.51 4.930265 299.1134 
2035 16430.7 5.607173 305.2554 
2036 16893.89 6.284081 311.3974 
2037 17357.07 6.960989 317.5395 
2038 17820.26 7.637897 323.6815 
2039 18283.45 8.314805 329.8235 
2040 18746.63 8.991713 335.9656 
2041 19209.82 9.668621 342.1076 
2042 19673 10.34553 348.2496 
 
According to the prediction for X1 and X2, we can get the Panamax freight forecast 
results, as shown in Table 13 
 
4.4 Second-hand Vessel price estimate 
There is some relationship between the time charter rate and the second-hand value 
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of the vessel. (Alizadeh A H, Nomikos N K.,2007)1. In this part, we will use the 
time charter rate and the second-hand value of Capsize vessel sold in history to do 
the regression. 
 


































Date $m $m $m $/day $/day $/day 
Jul-2009 19.50 12.00 11.00 58,431 19,542 21,023 
Aug-2009 19.50 12.00 11.00 42,715 14,997 18,051 
Sep-2009 19.00 11.00 10.50 31,463 15,447 18,046 
Oct-2009 16.50 11.00 10.50 43,623 17,125 20,412 
Nov-2009 16.50 11.00 11.00 72,901 24,394 24,112 
Dec-2009 16.00 11.00 11.00 53,975 23,555 25,451 
Jan-2010 18.00 13.00 12.00 39,439 23,966 28,293 
Feb-2010 17.50 13.00 12.00 31,994 21,684 25,256 
Mar-2010 18.00 13.00 12.00 37,755 25,885 31,193 
Apr-2010 18.00 15.00 13.50 32,192 25,135 26,062 
May-2010 18.00 15.00 13.50 48,264 28,536 29,596 
Jun-2010 18.00 14.00 14.00 39,654 22,613 24,333 
Jul-2010 16.00 12.00 13.00 17,936 15,973 19,159 
Aug-2010 16.00 14.00 13.00 30,483 18,947 21,448 
Sep-2010 16.00 15.00 13.00 37,959 20,527 22,275 
Oct-2010 16.00 15.00 13.00 41,411 15,805 18,899 
Nov-2010 15.00 15.00 13.00 35,198 15,295 17,087 
Dec-2010 15.00 15.00 12.00 24,419 14,184 18,765 
Jan-2011 17.50 17.00 12.00 6,945 10,455 15,540 
Feb-2011 17.50 17.00 12.00 4,302 10,802 15,619 
 
1 Alizadeh A H, Nomikos N K. Investment timing and trading strategies in the sale and purchase market for 
ships[J]. Transportation Research Part B Methodological, 2007, 41(1):126-143. 
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Mar-2011 17.50 16.00 12.00 8,399 13,819 18,402 
Apr-2011 17.50 16.00 12.00 6,315 10,754 15,329 
May-2011 17.00 16.00 12.00 6,640 13,718 16,990 
Jun-2011 15.50 15.00 12.00 8,904 13,895 17,455 
Jul-2011 13.00 12.50 11.50 9,540 11,181 15,124 
Aug-2011 12.50 12.00 11.00 11,840 11,237 15,229 
Sep-2011 12.50 11.00 11.00 23,308 12,757 15,945 
Oct-2011 12.50 11.00 11.00 27,298 13,438 16,466 
Nov-2011 12.50 10.00 11.00 22,051 12,369 15,377 
Dec-2011 11.00 9.50 9.00 29,685 11,601 15,208 
Jan-2012 13.00 9.50 9.00 6,821 8,212 14,126 
Feb-2012 13.00 8.50 8.50 3,931 7,010 12,054 
Mar-2012 12.00 8.50 8.50 3,878 7,315 13,994 
Apr-2012 12.00 8.50 8.50 5,150 9,663 13,869 
May-2012 11.00 8.50 8.50 6,563 10,242 14,465 
Jun-2012 11.00 8.50 8.50 4,662 7,994 14,492 
Jul-2012 10.00 8.50 8.50 5,304 8,200 14,535 
Aug-2012 9.00 8.00 8.50 2,063 6,496 11,013 
Sep-2012 8.50 7.00 7.00 5,469 4,861 10,475 
Oct-2012 8.50 6.00 7.00 13,543 6,703 10,510 
Nov-2012 8.50 6.00 7.00 15,453 7,734 10,038 
Dec-2012 8.50 6.00 7.00 5,832 7,264 10,131 
Jan-2013 8.50 6.00 7.00 5,327 5,639 9,681 
Feb-2013 8.50 6.00 7.00 5,353 5,381 8,974 
Mar-2013 8.50 6.00 6.50 4,581 8,868 11,224 
Apr-2013 8.50 6.00 6.50 4,506 8,752 11,355 
May-2013 8.50 6.00 6.50 5,637 7,544 11,324 
Jun-2013 8.50 6.00 7.00 9,439 7,140 11,892 
Jul-2013 8.50 6.00 7.00 11,111 7,700 12,097 
Aug-2013 8.50 5.50 6.50 12,633 6,495 10,836 
Sep-2013 9.00 5.50 6.50 29,202 9,632 11,225 
Oct-2013 9.00 6.50 6.50 26,218 13,278 14,621 
Nov-2013 10.00 6.50 6.50 17,580 11,012 15,645 
Dec-2013 10.00 6.50 6.50 34,470 12,474 17,956 
Jan-2014 10.50 7.00 7.00 13,557 10,139 13,788 
Feb-2014 10.50 8.50 8.50 7,794 9,386 13,998 
Mar-2014 12.00 8.50 8.50 20,777 9,207 13,817 
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Apr-2014 12.00 8.50 8.50 9,736 6,853 11,439 
May-2014 12.00 8.00 8.00 7,154 7,121 10,437 
Jun-2014 10.00 7.00 8.00 9,601 5,075 8,855 
Jul-2014 10.00 6.50 7.50 8,064 5,290 8,402 
Aug-2014 10.00 6.50 7.50 10,746 5,711 7,988 
Sep-2014 10.00 6.50 7.50 11,194 6,979 9,960 
Oct-2014 9.50 6.00 6.50 13,139 8,381 9,728 
Nov-2014 10.00 6.00 6.50 18,912 10,093 10,524 
Dec-2014 10.00 5.50 6.00 5,928 9,340 11,227 
Jan-2015 10.00 5.50 6.00 5,390 7,472 9,030 
Feb-2015 9.00 5.50 5.50 2,405 4,891 5,113 
Mar-2015 9.00 5.50 5.00 2,108 6,726 6,255 
Apr-2015 9.00 4.50 4.50 2,362 6,398 6,021 
May-2015 9.00 4.00 4.50 3,087 6,101 5,648 
Jun-2015 9.00 4.00 4.50 5,534 7,647 6,741 
Jul-2015 8.50 4.00 4.00 11,282 9,997 9,050 
Aug-2015 8.50 4.00 4.00 12,100 9,679 10,480 
Sep-2015 8.50 4.00 4.00 10,583 8,100 8,912 
Oct-2015 8.50 4.00 4.00 9,328 7,581 7,725 
Nov-2015 6.50 3.75 3.50 6,197 5,746 6,853 
Dec-2015 6.50 3.00 3.50 5,143 5,541 6,070 
Jan-2016 6.00 2.75 2.50 2,195 4,847 5,127 
Feb-2016 6.00 2.75 2.50 1,559 4,709 4,142 
Mar-2016 6.00 2.75 2.50 1,071 5,245 4,782 
Apr-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 5,425 6,474 5,506 
May-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 4,678 5,970 5,519 
Jun-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 5,165 5,521 6,017 
Jul-2016 6.00 2.75 2.75 4,965 7,232 6,566 
Aug-2016 6.00 2.75 2.75 4,752 6,400 6,456 
Sep-2016 6.00 2.75 2.75 9,957 6,486 6,562 
Oct-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 9,592 7,622 6,478 
Nov-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 13,963 9,983 8,192 
Dec-2016 6.00 3.00 2.75 8,806 9,745 9,368 
Jan-2017 6.50 3.50 3.00 9,622 7,259 7,460 
Feb-2017 6.50 3.50 3.00 5,532 8,281 7,658 
Mar-2017 9.00 5.00 5.00 13,995 11,126 10,705 
Apr-2017 9.00 5.00 5.00 11,745 11,919 11,208 
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May-2017 9.00 5.00 5.00 10,206 8,278 9,668 
Jun-2017 9.00 5.00 5.00 7,577 8,258 9,009 
Jul-2017 9.00 5.00 5.00 6,114 10,362 9,820 
Aug-2017 9.50 5.50 5.00 14,424 10,951 10,777 
Sep-2017 9.50 6.00 6.00 17,169 12,424 12,486 
Oct-2017 9.50 6.00 6.00 19,466 13,634 12,960 
Nov-2017 9.50 6.00 6.00 19,973 11,653 12,016 
Dec-2017 10.00 7.50 6.50 23,737 12,254 12,686 
Jan-2018 10.00 7.50 6.50 12,282 11,491 12,026 
Feb-2018 10.00 7.50 6.50 11,361 11,746 11,493 
Mar-2018 10.00 8.00 7.00 8,719 13,851 12,969 
Apr-2018 10.00 8.00 7.00 9,370 11,195 11,850 
May-2018 10.00 8.00 7.00 13,578 11,277 10,764 
Jun-2018 11.00 7.00 7.00 13,694 12,260 11,149 
Jul-2018 11.00 7.00 7.00 21,235 12,579 11,466 
Aug-2018 11.00 6.00 6.00 21,963 12,755 11,520 
Sep-2018 10.50 6.00 6.00 13,588 14,725 12,209 
Oct-2018 10.50 6.00 6.00 16,222 15,566 13,774 
Nov-2018 10.50 6.00 6.00 10,890 13,250 13,146 
Dec-2018 10.50 6.00 6.00 15,614 13,551 12,891 
Jan-2019 10.50 6.00 6.00 12,375 10,217 10,065 
Feb-2019 10.50 6.00 6.00 3,782 7,134 7,310 
Mar-2019 10.50 6.00 6.00 1,926 9,341 8,565 
Apr-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 3,288 9,911 8,551 
May-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 9,785 12,160 10,746 
Jun-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 14,358 13,184 11,438 
Jul-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 24,426 16,190 13,260 
Aug-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 26,387 17,683 16,027 
Sep-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 26,004 17,279 16,247 
Oct-2019 10.50 6.00 5.50 22,842 16,375 16,118 
Nov-2019 10.00 6.00 5.50 21,457 13,115 12,922 
Dec-2019 10.00 6.00 5.50 20,331 13,725 13,034 
Jan-2020 9.00 5.50 5.00 3,017 7,111 6,561 
Feb-2020 9.00 5.50 5.00 332 6,449 7,219 
Mar-2020 9.00 5.50 5.00 2,380 9,430 10,387 
Apr-2020 9.00 5.50 5.00 6,511 8,740 6,097 
May-2020 7.00 5.00 4.00 2,450 7,069 6,939 
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Jun-2020 8.00 5.50 4.00 15,840 10,217 9,585 
Jul-2020 8.00 5.50 4.00 20,443 12,761 10,947 
Aug-2020 8.00 5.50 3.75 17,206 14,725 12,189 
Sep-2020 8.00 5.50 3.75 15,817 12,189 12,113 
Oct-2020 8.00 5.50 3.75 20,326 12,035 11,536 
Nov-2020 8.00 5.50 3.75 10,886 11,416 10,351 
Dec-2020 8.00 5.50 3.75 12,030 13,398 10,722 
Jan-2021 10.00 5.50 4.00 15,349 15,310 10,583 
Feb-2021 10.50 6.50 4.50 7,310 19,356 14,226 
Mar-2021 11.50 8.00 5.50 15,020 23,220 18,261 
Apr-2021 12.00 8.75 6.00 25,181 21,748 17,323 
May-2021 12.50 9.00 6.50 30,845 25,727 19,224 
 
 Table 15 linear regression – 20-year-secondhand Capesize vessel and Earnings 
Regression statistics        
Multiple R 0.851225        
R Square 0.724584        
Adjusted R 
Square 0.717542        
Standard error 5.899349        
Observations 143        
         
variance analysis        
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F    
regression 
analysis 1 13001.57 13001.57 373.5834 1.81E-41    
residual 142 4941.93 34.80232      
total 143 17943.5          
         
  Coefficients 
Standard 
error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 0.000487 2.52E-05 19.32831 1.36E-41 0.000437 0.000536 
Y=0.000487X 
R-squared is 大于 0.6 and Prob（F-Statistic）<0.05, the result is acceptable 
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Then let X=25277.59808 the time charter rate in 2042 
Y=12.31 
So the 20-year-second-hand Capesize vessel value is USD 12.31million  
 
Table 16 linear regression – 20-year-secondhand Panamax vessel and Earnings 
Regression statistics        
Multiple R 0.926168        
R Square 0.857788        
Adjusted R 
Square 0.850746        
Standard error 3.1007        
Observations 143        
         
variance analysis        
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F    
regression 
analysis 1 8234.763 8234.763 856.5083 9.03E-62    
residual 142 1365.237 9.614342      
total 143 9600          
         
  Coefficients 
Standard 
error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 0.000303 2.07E-05 29.26616 5.2E-62 0.000566 0.000648 
Y=0.000487X 
R-squared is 大于 0.8 and Prob（F-Statistic）<0.05, the result is acceptable 
Then let X=23334.3766549901 the time charter rate in 2042 
Y=7.08 
So the 20-year-second-hand Panamax vessel is USD 7.08million  
 
Table 17 linear regression – 20-year-secondhand Handymax vessel and Earnings 
Regression statistics        
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Multiple R 0.970147        
R Square 0.941186        
Adjusted R 
Square 0.934144        
Regression 
statistics 1.836761        
Regression 
statistics 143        
         
variance analysis        
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F    
regression 
analysis 1 7666.311 7666.311 2272.382 7.66E-89    
residual 142 479.0639 3.373689      
total 143 8145.375          
         
  Coefficients 
Standard 
error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 
Intercept 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 
X Variable 1 0.000337 1.13E-05 47.66951 2.96E-89 0.000515 0.000559 
Y=0.000537X 
R-squared is close to 1 and Prob（F-Statistic）<0.05, the result is acceptable 
Then let X=19673.0047842628 the time charter rate in 2042 
Y=6.6298 
So the 20-year-second-hand Handymax is USD 6.6298million 
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5 Cost-benefit analysis of the specific scheme 
5.1 Data input 
 
In order to further consider all kinds of ship costs, this paper selects the ship cost 
structure of listed company China Merchants (SH.601872) in the 2020 financial 
report, as shown in table 18 and table 19. 
Table 18 Cost details for dry bulk carriers (￥/day) 
 Cost type 2020 
Bulk carrier 
transportation  
Bunker cost 1,487,381,299.84 
Port charges 635,795,898.76 
crew cost 749,658,527.16 
insurance premium 91,188,168.42 
Dock repair and aviation repair 154,868,040.66 
Spare parts cost 31,560,570.16 
Material cost 101,932,983.33 
Lubricating oil 71,320,311.57 
Ship depreciation 73,195,084.79 
Chartering cost 841,093,604.02 
Others 2,259,033,969.33 
 
Table 19 Company dry bulk carrier cost(￥/day) 












Ship depreciation 626.9493678  
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Chartering cost 7204.351287  
OPEX 29632.73521  
 
Since the annual report of 2020 publishes the total cost of the whole bulk carrier 
sector, we need to calculate the OPEX of different ship types by classification. 
Therefore, according to the composition of China Merchants (table20) own ships, 
the OPEX corresponding to the age of the existing fleet is determined. In addition, 
because the OPEX of different ships is inconsistent, this paper reasonably assumes 
that the OPEX of Capesize vessel is twice that of Panamax vessel, and that of 
Handymax vessel is 0.3 times that of Capesize vessel. 
 
Table 20 The structure of the company's own ships 
control 
mode 





age of the 
ship  
Owned 
VLOC NA 34 3.6 
Capsize Capsize 16 10.5 
Baby Cape Capsize 1 16.7 
Post-Panamax Panamax 8 5 
Panamax Panamax 11 10 
Ultramax Handymax 22 5.9 
Supramax Handymax 10 9.4 
Handymax Handymax 4 8.9 
Handysize Handysize 2 10.3 
 
 
5.2 Cost-benefit analysis of capesize vessel 
In this section, we compare the differences of Capesize ship type investment 
schemes, that is, buying 10-year second-hand ships, buying a new ship and 
operating for five years, buying a new ship and operating for ten years, and buying 
a new ship and operating for 20 years, as shown in Figure 16-19. In order to make 
the scheme more realistic, this paper sets the financing ratio of second-hand ships 
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as 50% and that of new shipbuilding as 70%. In addition, there is no profit in the 
first two years of new shipbuilding, but second-hand ships can be put into use 
immediately. Finally, the investment period of all schemes is 20 years, including 
reinvestment profit, and the bank interest rate is 4%. 
 
 
Figure 16 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Capesize 10-year 
secondhand 
 
Repayment  t er m 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 9,750,000 8,775,000 7,800,000 6,825,000 5,850,000
I nt er est 292,500 263,250 234,000 204,750 175,500
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 975,000 975,000 975,000 975,000 975,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 1,267,500 1,238,250 1,209,000 1,179,750 1,150,500
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,775,000 7,800,000 6,825,000 5,850,000 4,875,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 3,621 3,538 3,454 3,371 3,287
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 4,856 4,963 5,077 5,199 5,329
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,748,115 1,786,574 1,827,665 1,871,529 1,918,317
OPEX per  day 4,995 5,104 5,222 5,347 5,481
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,616 8,642 8,676 8,718 8,768
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 17436.07 21440.31 19456.53 23460.77 23472.99
Oper at i ng r evenue 6,102,625 7,504,109 6,809,786 8,211,270 8,215,547
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,748,115 -1,786,574 -1,827,665 -1,871,529 -1,918,317
Gr oss Revenue 4,354,509 5,717,535 4,982,120 6,339,740 6,297,229
Capi t al  Payment -975,000 -975,000 -975,000 -975,000 -975,000
I nt er est  Payment -292,500 -263,250 -234,000 -204,750 -175,500
Net  Cash Fl ow 3,087,009 4,479,285 3,773,120 5,159,990 5,146,729
Accummul at ed CF 3,087,009 7,566,294 11,339,414 16,499,405 21,646,134
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 4,875,000 3,900,000 2,925,000 1,950,000 975,000
I nt er est 146,250 117,000 87,750 58,500 29,250
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 975,000 975,000 975,000 975,000 975,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 1,121,250 1,092,000 1,062,750 1,033,500 1,004,250
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 3,900,000 2,925,000 1,950,000 975,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 3,204 3,120 3,036 2,953 2,869
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 5,467 5,615 5,772 5,939 6,118
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,968,194 2,021,335 2,077,932 2,138,192 2,202,338
OPEX per  day 5,623 5,775 5,937 6,109 6,292
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,827 8,895 8,973 9,062 9,162
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 22795.1 22960.6 23126.1 23291.6 23457.1
Oper at i ng r evenue 7,978,285 8,036,210 8,094,135 8,152,060 8,209,985
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,968,194 -2,021,335 -2,077,932 -2,138,192 -2,202,338
Gr oss Revenue 6,010,091 6,014,875 6,016,203 6,013,868 6,007,647
Capi t al  Payment -975,000 -975,000 -975,000 -975,000 -975,000
I nt er est  Payment -146,250 -117,000 -87,750 -58,500 -29,250
Net  Cash Fl ow 4,888,841 4,922,875 4,953,453 4,980,368 5,003,397
Accummul at ed CF 26,534,975 31,457,851 36,411,303 41,391,671 46,395,068
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 12,310,000
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 17 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment- Five years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 39,200,000 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000
I nt er est 1,176,000 1,058,400 940,800 823,200 705,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 5,096,000 4,978,400 4,860,800 4,743,200 4,625,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000 19,600,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 14,560 14,224 13,888 13,552 13,216
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 4,123 4,172 4,227
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 1,484,272 1,502,084 1,521,611
OPEX per  day 0 0 4,241 4,292 4,347
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 14,560 14,224 18,129 17,844 17,563
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 21440.31 19456.53 23460.77
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 7,504,109 6,809,786 8,211,270
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -1,484,272 -1,502,084 -1,521,611
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 6,019,836 5,307,702 6,689,659
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000
I nt er est  Payment -1,176,000 -1,058,400 -940,800 -823,200 -705,600
Net  Cash Fl ow -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 564,502 2,064,059
Accummul at ed CF -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 1,723,538 3,787,597
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 19,600,000 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000
I nt er est 588,000 470,400 352,800 235,200 117,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 4,508,000 4,390,400 4,272,800 4,155,200 4,037,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 12,880 12,544 12,208 11,872 11,536
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 4,286 4,350
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,542,913 1,566,057 0 0 0 0 0
OPEX per  day 4,408 4,474 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 17,288 17,018 12,208 11,872 11,536 0 0
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 23472.99 22795.1 22960.6 23126.1 23291.6 23457.1 23622.6
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,215,547 7,978,285 0 0 0 0 0
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,542,913 -1,566,057 0 0 0 0 0
Gr oss Revenue 6,672,633 6,412,228 0 0 0 0 0
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 0 0
I nt er est  Payment -588,000 -470,400 -352,800 -235,200 -117,600 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,164,633 2,021,828 -4,272,800 -4,155,200 -4,037,600 0 0
Accummul at ed CF 5,952,230 7,974,058 3,701,258 -453,942 -4,491,542 -4,491,542 -4,491,542
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 35500000
Rei nvest ment 16023192( year  2042)
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Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 39,200,000 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000
I nt er est 1,176,000 1,058,400 940,800 823,200 705,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 5,096,000 4,978,400 4,860,800 4,743,200 4,625,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000 19,600,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 14,560 14,224 13,888 13,552 13,216
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 4,123 4,172 4,227
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 1,484,272 1,502,084 1,521,611
OPEX per  day 0 0 4,241 4,292 4,347
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 14,560 14,224 18,129 17,844 17,563
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 21440.31 19456.53 23460.77
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 7,504,109 6,809,786 8,211,270
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -1,484,272 -1,502,084 -1,521,611
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 6,019,836 5,307,702 6,689,659
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000
I nt er est  Payment -1,176,000 -1,058,400 -940,800 -823,200 -705,600
Net  Cash Fl ow -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 564,502 2,064,059
Accummul at ed CF -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 1,723,538 3,787,597
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 19,600,000 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000
I nt er est 588,000 470,400 352,800 235,200 117,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 4,508,000 4,390,400 4,272,800 4,155,200 4,037,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 12,880 12,544 12,208 11,872 11,536
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 4,286 4,350 4,420 4,495 4,576
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,542,913 1,566,057 1,591,114 1,618,163 1,647,290
OPEX per  day 4,408 4,474 4,546 4,623 4,707
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 17,288 17,018 16,754 16,495 16,243
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 23472.99 22795.1 22960.6 23126.1 23291.6
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,215,547 7,978,285 8,036,210 8,094,135 8,152,060
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,542,913 -1,566,057 -1,591,114 -1,618,163 -1,647,290
Gr oss Revenue 6,672,633 6,412,228 6,445,096 6,475,972 6,504,770
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000
I nt er est  Payment -588,000 -470,400 -352,800 -235,200 -117,600
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,164,633 2,021,828 2,172,296 2,320,772 2,467,170
Accummul at ed CF 5,952,230 7,974,058 10,146,354 12,467,126 14,934,297
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 18 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment- Ten years of 




Repayment  t er m 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng
I nt er est
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal
Tot al  payment  ( P+I )
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 4,663 4,756
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,678,588 1,712,160
OPEX per  day 4,796 4,892
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 4,796 4,892
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 23457.1 23622.6
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,209,985 8,267,910
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,678,588 -1,712,160
Gr oss Revenue 6,531,397 6,555,750
Capi t al  Payment 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 6,531,397 6,555,750
Accummul at ed CF 21,465,693 28,021,443
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 19500000
Rei nvest ment 17514933 ( year  2042)
Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 39,200,000 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000
I nt er est 1,176,000 1,058,400 940,800 823,200 705,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 5,096,000 4,978,400 4,860,800 4,743,200 4,625,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 35,280,000 31,360,000 27,440,000 23,520,000 19,600,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 14,560 14,224 13,888 13,552 13,216
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 4,123 4,172 4,227
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 1,484,272 1,502,084 1,521,611
OPEX per  day 0 0 4,241 4,292 4,347
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 14,560 14,224 18,129 17,844 17,563
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 21440.31 19456.53 23460.77
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 7,504,109 6,809,786 8,211,270
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -1,484,272 -1,502,084 -1,521,611
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 6,019,836 5,307,702 6,689,659
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000
I nt er est  Payment -1,176,000 -1,058,400 -940,800 -823,200 -705,600
Net  Cash Fl ow -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 564,502 2,064,059
Accummul at ed CF -5,096,000 -4,978,400 1,159,036 1,723,538 3,787,597
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 19,600,000 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000
I nt er est 588,000 470,400 352,800 235,200 117,600
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000 3,920,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 4,508,000 4,390,400 4,272,800 4,155,200 4,037,600
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 15,680,000 11,760,000 7,840,000 3,920,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 12,880 12,544 12,208 11,872 11,536
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 4,286 4,350 4,420 4,495 4,576
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,542,913 1,566,057 1,591,114 1,618,163 1,647,290
OPEX per  day 4,408 4,474 4,546 4,623 4,707
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 17,288 17,018 16,754 16,495 16,243
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 23472.99 22795.1 22960.6 23126.1 23291.6
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,215,547 7,978,285 8,036,210 8,094,135 8,152,060
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,542,913 -1,566,057 -1,591,114 -1,618,163 -1,647,290
Gr oss Revenue 6,672,633 6,412,228 6,445,096 6,475,972 6,504,770
Capi t al  Payment -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000 -3,920,000
I nt er est  Payment -588,000 -470,400 -352,800 -235,200 -117,600
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,164,633 2,021,828 2,172,296 2,320,772 2,467,170
Accummul at ed CF 5,952,230 7,974,058 10,146,354 12,467,126 14,934,297
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 4,663 4,756 4,856 4,963 5,077
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,678,588 1,712,160 1,748,115 1,786,574 1,827,665
OPEX per  day 4,796 4,892 4,995 5,104 5,222
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 4,796 4,892 4,995 5,104 5,222
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 23457.1 23622.6 23788.1 23953.6 24119.1
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,209,985 8,267,910 8,325,835 8,383,760 8,441,685
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,678,588 -1,712,160 -1,748,115 -1,786,574 -1,827,665
Gr oss Revenue 6,531,397 6,555,750 6,577,720 6,597,186 6,614,020
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 6,531,397 6,555,750 6,577,720 6,597,186 6,614,020
Accummul at ed CF 21,465,693 28,021,443 34,599,163 41,196,349 47,810,369
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 5,199 5,329 5,467 5,615 5,772 5,939 6,118
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 1,871,529 1,918,317 1,968,194 2,021,335 2,077,932 2,138,192 2,202,338
OPEX per  day 5,347 5,481 5,623 5,775 5,937 6,109 6,292
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 5,347 5,481 5,623 5,775 5,937 6,109 6,292
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 24284.6 24450.1 24615.6 24781.1 24946.6 25112.1 25485.49895
Oper at i ng r evenue 8,499,610 8,557,535 8,615,460 8,673,385 8,731,310 8,789,235 8,919,925
Oper at i ng Expenses -1,871,529 -1,918,317 -1,968,194 -2,021,335 -2,077,932 -2,138,192 -2,202,338
Gr oss Revenue 6,628,081 6,639,218 6,647,266 6,652,050 6,653,378 6,651,043 6,717,587
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 6,628,081 6,639,218 6,647,266 6,652,050 6,653,378 6,651,043 6,717,587
Accummul at ed CF 54,438,450 61,077,668 67,724,934 74,376,984 81,030,362 87,681,405 94,398,992
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 12,310,000
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 19 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment- Twenty years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
Based on the current freight level and assumptions, the four investment results for 
Capesize are shown in table 21 
 
















NPV 49,156,016.38 11376964 6,872,315.93 39,233,291.44 
IRR 42.83% 10.43% 6.75% 13.04% 
MIRR 14.33% 5.65% 5.45% 8.72% 
 
 
5.3 Cost-benefit analysis of Panamax vessel 
In this section, we compare the differences of Panamax ship type investment 
schemes, that is, buying 10-year second-hand ships, buying a new ship and 
operating for five years, buying a new ship and operating for ten years, and buying 
a new ship and operating for 20 years, as shown in Figure 20-23. In order to make 
the scheme more realistic, this paper sets the financing ratio of second-hand ships 
as 50% and that of new shipbuilding as 70%. In addition, there is no profit in the 
first two years of new shipbuilding, but second-hand ships can be put into use 
immediately. Finally, the investment period of all schemes is 20 years, including 
reinvestment profit, and the bank interest rate is 4%. 
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Repayment  t er m 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 6,850,000 6,165,000 5,480,000 4,795,000 4,110,000
I nt er est 205,500 184,950 164,400 143,850 123,300
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 685,000 685,000 685,000 685,000 685,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 890,500 869,950 849,400 828,850 808,300
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 6,165,000 5,480,000 4,795,000 4,110,000 3,425,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 2,544 2,486 2,427 2,368 2,309
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 2,428 2,481 2,538 2,599 2,664
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 874,058 893,287 913,833 935,765 959,159
OPEX per  day 2,497 2,552 2,611 2,674 2,740
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 5,042 5,038 5,038 5,042 5,050
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 13423.02 13918.59 14414.15 14909.72 15405.29
Oper at i ng r evenue 4,698,057 4,871,507 5,044,953 5,218,402 5,391,852
Oper at i ng Expenses -874,058 -893,287 -913,833 -935,765 -959,159
Gr oss Revenue 3,823,999 3,978,220 4,131,120 4,282,637 4,432,693
Capi t al  Payment -685,000 -685,000 -685,000 -685,000 -685,000
I nt er est  Payment -205,500 -184,950 -164,400 -143,850 -123,300
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,933,499 3,108,270 3,281,720 3,453,787 3,624,393
Accummul at ed CF 2,933,499 6,041,769 9,323,489 12,777,276 16,401,669
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 3,425,000 2,740,000 2,055,000 1,370,000 685,000
I nt er est 102,750 82,200 61,650 41,100 20,550
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 685,000 685,000 685,000 685,000 685,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 787,750 767,200 746,650 726,100 705,550
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 2,740,000 2,055,000 1,370,000 685,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 2,251 2,192 2,133 2,075 2,016
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 2,734 2,807 2,886 2,970 3,059
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 984,097 1,010,667 1,038,966 1,069,096 1,101,169
OPEX per  day 2,812 2,888 2,968 3,055 3,146
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 5,062 5,080 5,102 5,129 5,162
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 15900.86 16396.43 16891.99 17387.56 17883.13
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,565,301 5,738,751 5,912,197 6,085,646 6,259,096
Oper at i ng Expenses -984,097 -1,010,667 -1,038,966 -1,069,096 -1,101,169
Gr oss Revenue 4,581,204 4,728,083 4,873,230 5,016,550 5,157,927
Capi t al  Payment -685,000 -685,000 -685,000 -685,000 -685,000
I nt er est  Payment -102,750 -82,200 -61,650 -41,100 -20,550
Net  Cash Fl ow 3,793,454 3,960,883 4,126,580 4,290,450 4,452,377
Accummul at ed CF 20,195,123 24,156,007 28,282,587 32,573,037 37,025,413
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 7,080,000
Rei nvest ment 21181372 (year 2042)
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Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 22,400,000 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000
I nt er est 672,000 604,800 537,600 470,400 403,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,912,000 2,844,800 2,777,600 2,710,400 2,643,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000 11,200,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 8,320 8,128 7,936 7,744 7,552
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 2,061 2,086 2,113
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 742,136 751,042 760,805
OPEX per  day 0 0 2,120 2,146 2,174
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,320 8,128 10,056 9,890 9,726
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 13918.59 14414.15 14909.72
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 4,871,507 5,044,953 5,218,402
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -742,136 -751,042 -760,805
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 4,129,370 4,293,911 4,457,597
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -672,000 -604,800 -537,600 -470,400 -403,200
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 1,583,511 1,814,397
Accummul at ed CF -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 2,935,281 4,749,678
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 11,200,000 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000
I nt er est 336,000 268,800 201,600 134,400 67,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,576,000 2,508,800 2,441,600 2,374,400 2,307,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,360 7,168 6,976 6,784 6,592
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 2,143 2,175
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 771,457 783,028 0 0 0
OPEX per  day 2,204 2,237 0 0 0
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 9,564 9,405 6,976 6,784 6,592
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 15405.29 15900.86 16396.43 16891.99 17387.56
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,391,852 5,565,301 0 0 0
Oper at i ng Expenses -771,457 -783,028 0 0 0
Gr oss Revenue 4,620,395 4,782,273 0 0 0
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -336,000 -268,800 -201,600 -134,400 -67,200
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,044,395 2,273,473 -2,441,600 -2,374,400 -2,307,200
Accummul at ed CF 6,794,073 9,067,545 6,625,945 4,251,545 1,944,345
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 18000000
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 21 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Five years of 




Repayment  t er m 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng
I nt er est
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal
Tot al  payment  ( P+I )
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0
OPEX per  day 0 0
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 0 0
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days
Char t er  r at e/ day 17883.13 18378.7
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0
Gr oss Revenue 0 0
Capi t al  Payment 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 0 0
Accummul at ed CF 1,944,345 1,944,345
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment 9976259 ( year  2042)
Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 22,400,000 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000
I nt er est 672,000 604,800 537,600 470,400 403,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,912,000 2,844,800 2,777,600 2,710,400 2,643,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000 11,200,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 8,320 8,128 7,936 7,744 7,552
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 2,061 2,086 2,113
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 742,136 751,042 760,805
OPEX per  day 0 0 2,120 2,146 2,174
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,320 8,128 10,056 9,890 9,726
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 13918.59 14414.15 14909.72
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 4,871,507 5,044,953 5,218,402
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -742,136 -751,042 -760,805
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 4,129,370 4,293,911 4,457,597
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -672,000 -604,800 -537,600 -470,400 -403,200
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 1,583,511 1,814,397
Accummul at ed CF -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 2,935,281 4,749,678
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 22 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Ten years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
 
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 11,200,000 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000
I nt er est 336,000 268,800 201,600 134,400 67,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,576,000 2,508,800 2,441,600 2,374,400 2,307,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,360 7,168 6,976 6,784 6,592
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 2,143 2,175 2,210 2,247 2,288
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 771,457 783,028 795,557 809,081 823,645
OPEX per  day 2,204 2,237 2,273 2,312 2,353
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 9,564 9,405 9,249 9,096 8,945
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 15405.29 15900.86 16396.43 16891.99 17387.56
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,391,852 5,565,301 5,738,751 5,912,197 6,085,646
Oper at i ng Expenses -771,457 -783,028 -795,557 -809,081 -823,645
Gr oss Revenue 4,620,395 4,782,273 4,943,194 5,103,115 5,262,001
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -336,000 -268,800 -201,600 -134,400 -67,200
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,044,395 2,273,473 2,501,594 2,728,715 2,954,801
Accummul at ed CF 6,794,073 9,067,545 11,569,139 14,297,854 17,252,655
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng
I nt er est
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal
Tot al  payment  ( P+I )
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,331 2,378
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 839,294 856,080
OPEX per  day 2,398 2,446
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 2,398 2,446
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 17883.13 18378.7
Oper at i ng r evenue 6,259,096 6,432,545
Oper at i ng Expenses -839,294 -856,080
Gr oss Revenue 5,419,801 5,576,465
Capi t al  Payment 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 5,419,801 5,576,465
Accummul at ed CF 22,672,456 28,248,921
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 13750000
Rei nvest ment 15479502 ( year  2042)
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Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 22,400,000 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000
I nt er est 672,000 604,800 537,600 470,400 403,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,912,000 2,844,800 2,777,600 2,710,400 2,643,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 20,160,000 17,920,000 15,680,000 13,440,000 11,200,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 8,320 8,128 7,936 7,744 7,552
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 2,061 2,086 2,113
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 742,136 751,042 760,805
OPEX per  day 0 0 2,120 2,146 2,174
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,320 8,128 10,056 9,890 9,726
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 13918.59 14414.15 14909.72
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 4,871,507 5,044,953 5,218,402
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -742,136 -751,042 -760,805
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 4,129,370 4,293,911 4,457,597
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -672,000 -604,800 -537,600 -470,400 -403,200
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 1,583,511 1,814,397
Accummul at ed CF -2,912,000 -2,844,800 1,351,770 2,935,281 4,749,678
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 11,200,000 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000
I nt er est 336,000 268,800 201,600 134,400 67,200
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000 2,240,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,576,000 2,508,800 2,441,600 2,374,400 2,307,200
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,960,000 6,720,000 4,480,000 2,240,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,360 7,168 6,976 6,784 6,592
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,143 2,175 2,210 2,247 2,288
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 771,457 783,028 795,557 809,081 823,645
OPEX per  day 2,204 2,237 2,273 2,312 2,353
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 9,564 9,405 9,249 9,096 8,945
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 15405.29 15900.86 16396.43 16891.99 17387.56
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,391,852 5,565,301 5,738,751 5,912,197 6,085,646
Oper at i ng Expenses -771,457 -783,028 -795,557 -809,081 -823,645
Gr oss Revenue 4,620,395 4,782,273 4,943,194 5,103,115 5,262,001
Capi t al  Payment -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000 -2,240,000
I nt er est  Payment -336,000 -268,800 -201,600 -134,400 -67,200
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,044,395 2,273,473 2,501,594 2,728,715 2,954,801
Accummul at ed CF 6,794,073 9,067,545 11,569,139 14,297,854 17,252,655
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 23 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Twenty years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
Based on the current freight level and assumptions, the four investment results for 
Capesize are shown in table 22. 
 
Table 22 Comparison of operation modes – Panamax bulk carrier 
 buying 10-year 
second-hand 
ships 




buying a new 
ship and 
operating for ten 
years 




NPV 37,575,249 8,917,516 15,669,481 45,223,817 
IRR 47.71% 13.28% 13.95% 19.46% 
MIRR 14.75% 6.16% 8.35% 11.92% 
Repayment  t er m 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,331 2,378 2,428 2,481 2,538
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 839,294 856,080 874,058 893,287 913,833
OPEX per  day 2,398 2,446 2,497 2,552 2,611
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 2,398 2,446 2,497 2,552 2,611
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 17883.13 18378.7 18874.27 19369.83 19865.4
Oper at i ng r evenue 6,259,096 6,432,545 6,605,995 6,779,441 6,952,890
Oper at i ng Expenses -839,294 -856,080 -874,058 -893,287 -913,833
Gr oss Revenue 5,419,801 5,576,465 5,731,937 5,886,154 6,039,057
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 5,419,801 5,576,465 5,731,937 5,886,154 6,039,057
Accummul at ed CF 22,672,456 28,248,921 33,980,858 39,867,012 45,906,069
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,599 2,664 2,734 2,807 2,886 2,970 3,059
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 935,765 959,159 984,097 1,010,667 1,038,966 1,069,096 1,101,169
OPEX per  day 2,674 2,740 2,812 2,888 2,968 3,055 3,146
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 2,674 2,740 2,812 2,888 2,968 3,055 3,146
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 20360.97 20856.54 21352.1 21847.67 22343.24 22838.81 23334.38
Oper at i ng r evenue 7,126,340 7,299,789 7,473,235 7,646,685 7,820,134 7,993,584 8,167,033
Oper at i ng Expenses -935,765 -959,159 -984,097 -1,010,667 -1,038,966 -1,069,096 -1,101,169
Gr oss Revenue 6,190,575 6,340,630 6,489,138 6,636,017 6,781,168 6,924,487 7,065,864
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 6,190,575 6,340,630 6,489,138 6,636,017 6,781,168 6,924,487 7,065,864
Accummul at ed CF 52,096,644 58,437,274 64,926,413 71,562,430 78,343,598 85,268,085 92,333,949
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 7,080,000
Rei nvest ment
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5.4 Cost-benefit analysis of handymax vessel 
In this section, we compare the differences of Handymax ship type investment 
schemes, that is, buying 10-year second-hand ships, buying a new ship and 
operating for five years, buying a new ship and operating for ten years, and buying 
a new ship and operating for 20 years, as shown in Figure 24-27. In order to make 
the scheme more realistic, this paper sets the financing ratio of second-hand ships 
as 50% and that of new shipbuilding as 70%. In addition, there is no profit in the 
first two years of new shipbuilding, but second-hand ships can be put into use 
immediately. Finally, the investment period of all schemes is 20 years, including 
reinvestment profit, and the bank interest rate is 4%. 
 
 
Repayment  t er m 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 5,375,000 4,837,500 4,300,000 3,762,500 3,225,000
I nt er est 161,250 145,125 129,000 112,875 96,750
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 537,500 537,500 537,500 537,500 537,500
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 698,750 682,625 666,500 650,375 634,250
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 4,837,500 4,300,000 3,762,500 3,225,000 2,687,500
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 1,996 1,950 1,904 1,858 1,812
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 1,457 1,489 1,523 1,560 1,599
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 524,435 535,972 548,300 561,459 575,495
OPEX per  day 1,498 1,531 1,567 1,604 1,644
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 3,495 3,482 3,471 3,462 3,456
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 10409.27 10872.46 11335.65 11798.83 12262.02
Oper at i ng r evenue 3,643,245 3,805,361 3,967,478 4,129,591 4,291,707
Oper at i ng Expenses -524,435 -535,972 -548,300 -561,459 -575,495
Gr oss Revenue 3,118,810 3,269,389 3,419,178 3,568,132 3,716,212
Capi t al  Payment -537,500 -537,500 -537,500 -537,500 -537,500
I nt er est  Payment -161,250 -145,125 -129,000 -112,875 -96,750
Net  Cash Fl ow 2,420,060 2,586,764 2,752,678 2,917,757 3,081,962
Accummul at ed CF 2,420,060 5,006,824 7,759,502 10,677,258 13,759,220
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Repayment  t er m 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 2,687,500 2,150,000 1,612,500 1,075,000 537,500
I nt er est 80,625 64,500 48,375 32,250 16,125
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 537,500 537,500 537,500 537,500 537,500
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 618,125 602,000 585,875 569,750 553,625
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 2,150,000 1,612,500 1,075,000 537,500 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 1,766 1,720 1,674 1,628 1,582
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 1,640 1,684 1,732 1,782 1,835
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 590,458 606,400 623,380 641,458 660,701
OPEX per  day 1,687 1,733 1,781 1,833 1,888
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 3,453 3,453 3,455 3,461 3,470
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 12725.21 13188.39 13651.58 14114.77 14577.95
Oper at i ng r evenue 4,453,824 4,615,937 4,778,053 4,940,170 5,102,283
Oper at i ng Expenses -590,458 -606,400 -623,380 -641,458 -660,701
Gr oss Revenue 3,863,365 4,009,536 4,154,673 4,298,712 4,441,581
Capi t al  Payment -537,500 -537,500 -537,500 -537,500 -537,500
I nt er est  Payment -80,625 -64,500 -48,375 -32,250 -16,125
Net  Cash Fl ow 3,245,240 3,407,536 3,568,798 3,728,962 3,887,956
Accummul at ed CF 17,004,461 20,411,997 23,980,795 27,709,757 31,597,713
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 6,630,000
Rei nvest ment 18358640 (year 2041)
Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 20,650,000 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000
I nt er est 619,500 557,550 495,600 433,650 371,700
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,684,500 2,622,550 2,560,600 2,498,650 2,436,700
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000 10,325,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,670 7,493 7,316 7,139 6,962
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 1,237 1,252 1,268
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 445,282 450,625 456,483
OPEX per  day 0 0 1,272 1,288 1,304
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 7,670 7,493 8,588 8,427 8,266
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 10872.46 11335.65 11798.83
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 3,805,361 3,967,478 4,129,591
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -445,282 -450,625 -456,483
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 3,360,079 3,516,852 3,673,107
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000
I nt er est  Payment -619,500 -557,550 -495,600 -433,650 -371,700
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,684,500 -2,622,550 799,479 1,018,202 1,236,407
Accummul at ed CF -2,684,500 -2,622,550 799,479 1,817,682 3,054,089
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 25 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Five years of 




Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 10,325,000 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000
I nt er est 309,750 247,800 185,850 123,900 61,950
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,374,750 2,312,800 2,250,850 2,188,900 2,126,950
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 6,785 6,608 6,431 6,254 6,077
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 1,286 1,305
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 462,874 469,817 0 0 0 0 0
OPEX per  day 1,322 1,342 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,107 7,950 6,431 6,254 6,077 0 0
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 12262.02 12725.21 13188.39 13651.58 14114.77 14577.95 15041.14
Oper at i ng r evenue 4,291,707 4,453,824 0 0 0 0 0
Oper at i ng Expenses -462,874 -469,817 0 0 0 0 0
Gr oss Revenue 3,828,833 3,984,006 0 0 0 0 0
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 0 0
I nt er est  Payment -309,750 -247,800 -185,850 -123,900 -61,950 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 1,454,083 1,671,206 -2,250,850 -2,188,900 -2,126,950 0 0
Accummul at ed CF 4,508,172 6,179,378 3,928,528 1,739,628 -387,322 -387,322 -387,322
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 17500000
Rei nvest ment 8727486 ( year  2041)
Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 20,650,000 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000
I nt er est 619,500 557,550 495,600 433,650 371,700
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,684,500 2,622,550 2,560,600 2,498,650 2,436,700
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000 10,325,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,670 7,493 7,316 7,139 6,962
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 1,237 1,252 1,268
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 445,282 450,625 456,483
OPEX per  day 0 0 1,272 1,288 1,304
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 7,670 7,493 8,588 8,427 8,266
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 10872.46 11335.65 11798.83
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 3,805,361 3,967,478 4,129,591
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -445,282 -450,625 -456,483
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 3,360,079 3,516,852 3,673,107
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000
I nt er est  Payment -619,500 -557,550 -495,600 -433,650 -371,700
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,684,500 -2,622,550 799,479 1,018,202 1,236,407
Accummul at ed CF -2,684,500 -2,622,550 799,479 1,817,682 3,054,089
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 26 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Ten years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
 
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 10,325,000 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000
I nt er est 309,750 247,800 185,850 123,900 61,950
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,374,750 2,312,800 2,250,850 2,188,900 2,126,950
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 6,785 6,608 6,431 6,254 6,077
Bal l oon Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Dai l y Expenses 1,286 1,305 1,326 1,348 1,373
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 462,874 469,817 477,334 485,449 494,187
OPEX per  day 1,322 1,342 1,364 1,387 1,412
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,107 7,950 7,795 7,641 7,489
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 12262.02 12725.21 13188.39 13651.58 14114.77
Oper at i ng r evenue 4,291,707 4,453,824 4,615,937 4,778,053 4,940,170
Oper at i ng Expenses -462,874 -469,817 -477,334 -485,449 -494,187
Gr oss Revenue 3,828,833 3,984,006 4,138,602 4,292,604 4,445,983
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000
I nt er est  Payment -309,750 -247,800 -185,850 -123,900 -61,950
Net  Cash Fl ow 1,454,083 1,671,206 1,887,752 2,103,704 2,319,033
Accummul at ed CF 4,508,172 6,179,378 8,067,131 10,170,835 12,489,868
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2031 2032
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng
I nt er est
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal
Tot al  payment  ( P+I )
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 1,399 1,427
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 503,576 513,648
OPEX per  day 1,439 1,468
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 1,439 1,468
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 14577.95 15041.14
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,102,283 5,264,399
Oper at i ng Expenses -503,576 -513,648
Gr oss Revenue 4,598,706 4,750,751
Capi t al  Payment 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 4,598,706 4,750,751
Accummul at ed CF 17,088,574 21,839,325
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 10750000
Rei nvest ment 12011416 ( year  2041)
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Repayment  t er m 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 20,650,000 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000
I nt er est 619,500 557,550 495,600 433,650 371,700
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,684,500 2,622,550 2,560,600 2,498,650 2,436,700
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 18,585,000 16,520,000 14,455,000 12,390,000 10,325,000
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 7,670 7,493 7,316 7,139 6,962
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 0 0 2,061 2,086 2,113
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 0 0 742,136 751,042 760,805
OPEX per  day 0 0 1,237 1,252 1,268
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 7,670 7,493 8,553 8,391 8,230
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 0 0 10872.46 11335.65 11798.83
Oper at i ng r evenue 0 0 3,805,361 3,967,478 4,129,591
Oper at i ng Expenses 0 0 -742,136 -751,042 -760,805
Gr oss Revenue 0 0 3,063,225 3,216,436 3,368,785
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000
I nt er est  Payment -619,500 -557,550 -495,600 -433,650 -371,700
Net  Cash Fl ow -2,684,500 -2,622,550 502,625 717,786 932,085
Accummul at ed CF -2,684,500 -2,622,550 502,625 1,220,411 2,152,496
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 10,325,000 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000
I nt er est 309,750 247,800 185,850 123,900 61,950
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000 2,065,000
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 2,374,750 2,312,800 2,250,850 2,188,900 2,126,950
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 8,260,000 6,195,000 4,130,000 2,065,000 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 6,785 6,608 6,431 6,254 6,077
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,143 2,175 2,210 2,247 2,288
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 771,457 783,028 795,557 809,081 823,645
OPEX per  day 1,286 1,305 1,326 1,348 1,373
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 8,071 7,913 7,757 7,602 7,450
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 12262.02 12725.21 13188.39 13651.58 14114.77
Oper at i ng r evenue 4,291,707 4,453,824 4,615,937 4,778,053 4,940,170
Oper at i ng Expenses -771,457 -783,028 -795,557 -809,081 -823,645
Gr oss Revenue 3,520,250 3,670,795 3,820,380 3,968,972 4,116,525
Capi t al  Payment -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000 -2,065,000
I nt er est  Payment -309,750 -247,800 -185,850 -123,900 -61,950
Net  Cash Fl ow 1,145,500 1,357,995 1,569,530 1,780,072 1,989,575
Accummul at ed CF 3,297,996 4,655,991 6,225,521 8,005,592 9,995,167
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
Repayment  t er m 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,331 2,378 2,428 2,481 2,538
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 839,294 856,080 874,058 893,287 913,833
OPEX per  day 1,399 1,427 1,457 1,489 1,523
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 1,399 1,427 1,457 1,489 1,523
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 14577.95 15041.14 15504.33 15967.51 16430.7
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,102,283 5,264,399 5,426,516 5,588,629 5,750,745
Oper at i ng Expenses -839,294 -856,080 -874,058 -893,287 -913,833
Gr oss Revenue 4,262,988 4,408,319 4,552,458 4,695,342 4,836,912
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 4,262,988 4,408,319 4,552,458 4,695,342 4,836,912
Accummul at ed CF 14,258,155 18,666,474 23,218,932 27,914,274 32,751,186
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e
Rei nvest ment
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Figure 27 Analysis of cash flow statement of ship investment-Twenty years of 
operation of Cape new shipbuilding 
 
Based on the current freight level and assumptions, the four investment results for 
Capesize are shown in table 23. 
 












buying a new 
ship and 
operating for 20 
years 
NPV 33,019,125.80 6,854,853 10,121,060 32,135,138 
IRR 50.83% 11.53% 11.11% 15.83% 
MIRR 15.34% 5.85% 7.36% 10.86% 
 
6 Conclusion 
Affected by the novel coronavirus pneumonia, the supply and demand of the dry 
bulk shipping market were two in 2020, and the market performance was not as 
good as expected. However, with the gradual recovery of the global economy in 
2021, the demand for significant cargo types will recover significantly. As a result, 
Repayment  t er m 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042
Bi - annual  pr oj ect i ons
Cumul at i ve Cash Out f l ows
Loan at  t he begi nni ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nst al l ment  of  t he pr i nci pal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tot al  payment  ( P+I ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loan amount  r emai n af t er  t he year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Number  of  Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Bank payment  equval ent  per  day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bal l oon Payment
Dai l y Expenses 2,599 2,664 2,734 2,807 2,886 2,970 3,059
Number  of  Oper at i ng Expenses Days 360 360 360 360 360 360 360
Tot al  OPEX ever y per i od 935,765 959,159 984,097 1,010,667 1,038,966 1,069,096 1,101,169
OPEX per  day 1,560 1,599 1,640 1,684 1,732 1,782 1,835
Tot al  Expenses ( CAPEX + OPEX)  per  equi val ent  ear ni ng days 1,560 1,599 1,640 1,684 1,732 1,782 1,835
Cumul at i ve Cash I nf l ows
Oper at i ng days 350 350 350 350 350 350 350
Char t er  r at e/ day 16893.89 17357.07 17820.26 18283.45 18746.63 19209.82 19673
Oper at i ng r evenue 5,912,862 6,074,975 6,237,091 6,399,208 6,561,321 6,723,437 6,885,550
Oper at i ng Expenses -935,765 -959,159 -984,097 -1,010,667 -1,038,966 -1,069,096 -1,101,169
Gr oss Revenue 4,977,097 5,115,816 5,252,994 5,388,540 5,522,354 5,654,341 5,784,381
Capi t al  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I nt er est  Payment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net  Cash Fl ow 4,977,097 5,115,816 5,252,994 5,388,540 5,522,354 5,654,341 5,784,381
Accummul at ed CF 37,728,283 42,844,099 48,097,093 53,485,633 59,007,988 64,662,329 70,446,710
Bal l oon Payment
Revenue f r om shi p sal e 6,630,000
Rei nvest ment
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it is estimated that the growth rate of international dry bulk transport demand will 
reach 3.3%, while the supply of transport capacity will maintain a low growth rate, 
and the balance between supply and demand in the dry bulk transport market will 
be significantly improved. Generally speaking, driven by the high freight in the 
market, ship owners are eager to order more new ships to occupy the market share 
in the future to obtain more profits. However, due to the long shipbuilding cycle, if 
the market freight after delivery is contrary to the expectation, These new ships after 
delivery will further deepen the freight of excess supply of shipping market capacity. 
Considering each ship type's capital cost and operating cost, this paper compares 
and analyzes the investment decisions of new shipbuilding price and second-hand 
ship price. 
The results show that the two-hand ship purchase scheme is better than the new 
shipbuilding purchase scheme for all kinds of ship types under the current freight 
rate level and freight rate estimation assumption. For the scheme of purchasing new 
shipbuilding, 20 years operation of all ships is the better scheme. This situation is 
because the recent dry bulk transport market is in a relatively optimistic freight rate 
range in the past decade, and the proportion of ship orders of shipping companies 
in the current market is the lowest in the past 15 years. Of course, the factors 
considered in this paper are limited. In future research, this paper hopes to consider 
more factors to make the prediction results more accurate and the research more 
valuable. 
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